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I. INTRODUCTION: The Hislorlc^l DeveloDm^nt in Judaism
from 586-500 P. C.
The literatuTe which arrests our at Mention is
found almost wholly within the bounds of the Hebrew Old
Testament. T'he Priestly Code to ^hich the entire first
chapter and a Isirge oart of the first book of the Old
Testament belong, and also the Isst book of the Old Tes-
tament, Falachi, were both written In this period.
Old Testament literature is conrected most di-
rectly to Old Testament life ?nr so '^e shall les-^re the
problems of authorship and works and pass oleasantly
along the simple trails of the land of Palestine and the
surrounding countryside, meeting a few people, witnessing
a few events living again, in our imagination, those
days which bear unmistakable signs of a great, moving,
divine force upon the lives and actions of an otherwise
unfortunate peonle.
The story of the Hebrews from the time of Foses
until th^ neriod und^^r consideration resembles much the
economic cycle of the "'orld. These oeople, like the sea,
knew many waves and troughs; they witnessed the ebb and
flow of the tide of national and religious life. At times
we see the clouds part and through therr. glimpse a vision
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of p-reat mountain oeaks of eyoerience, of power, pnd accom-
plishment. Then the clouds close, and the scene becomes
dark and deoressine-. Tt ip a wonder, to me, a? T read
their story, that the race continued as long and has given
the ^orld the heritage that it did.
In the runnins" history of the Hebrews, re come
to the oeriod of the rule of the Chaldeans. Many of the
aristocracy of Jerusalem, including the priests, were sent
off into Babylon; the temD''e was destroyed, and the walls
were demolished.
After the murder of Gedaliah, one may well im-
agine that the Chaldeans sent a b^^nd of soldiers to gain
revenge. Without a doubt, in the face of this new danger,
many of the remaining Hebrews left Judah for Egyot where
we find a temole to Jehovah fYahweh) at Eleohantine.
Among this prouo we olace Jeremiah and forthwith lose
sierht of the gre?t proohet.
A. The Record Caotivity (586 ~. C.) -nd the Destruction
of Jerusalem through the *i!:rile to 500 C.
1. Sources from which the facts are taken.
a. Sections of ^he Old Testament which eive the history.
1
In the second book of Kings we find that
1 — 7inr.q IT, ?:~:2.?, nl^.o Jeremiah -10:5.
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Ged3li?ih was made governor of Judah by Nebuchadnezzar ?;hen
he left in 586 P. C.
T=>eginnine- ^ith the 39th chaoter of Jererr.iah, we
find more references to our period. The first reference
tells of Nebuchadnezzar's orders to rele.-^ise Jeremiah under
the Guidance of Gedaliah, the governor. This is valuable
information inasmuch as xve can use this information as
a basis for history, from this point forward. In the same
2
chapter
,
the author tells us that those who were not taken
into the exile were the poor. These apparently were given
enough land to make their living upon. We learn more of
the situation above in the first sixteen verses of Jere-
mich, and the parallel account of II Fings, 25: -3 ff.
Gedaliah 's assassination and the migration to "Sgypt is
told in Jeremiah 41:1 - 43:7, and parts of that story are
told in II wrings S5:25,
II Kings ?^5: 27-30 and Jeremiah 5?: 31-34 tell of
the release of Jehoiachin which must have taken Dlace
somewhere near the middle of the sixth century t^. C.
3 4
Leslie dates this event in 561 P. C. while Creelman
dates it in 560 or 559 v^. C. At any rate, scholars
agree that Amilm.arduk was the Fing who freed Jehoiachin,
1 — Jeremiah 39:11-14.
2 — Jeremiah 39:10.
3 — Abingdon Pible Commentary, Lp^^lie, E. A., Chronology
of the Old '^pstament
, p. 111.
4 — Creelman, H. , Introduction to the Old Tpstament . t) . 193.
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and we know his rule lasted two years at the most.
From the scant historical information of the
period immediately preceding, we must draw a good share
of our background. There remains only one further
assistance. To this period we assign certain writings
which we will now examine. T'he writer of this paper
has no intention of considering the intricate details
of these fragments. His only interest, at this point,
is to reconstruct the background out of which the 5th
century came.
b. Literature cre-^ted curing the i")eriod which v^'ill aid
in our historicpl vi^v-.
1
1.) Creelman gives us m.uch helo here in listing the
work of 'Hzekiel in three parts.
The first messages come to us from Babylonia during
586 and the years immediately following. In chapter 25
the destruction of Ammon and the neighboring nations is
t»redicted; from 36:1 to 28:19 the domfall of Tyre is
foretold; ^8:20~'^7> tells of Ridon's coming "ounishment;
28:84-26 glimpses Israel's coming restoration; and 32
prophesies Egypt's downfall.
1 — Ibid, n. 190.
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In the 33rd chapter, T.zekiel tells of his own
task; in r^4, he gives us a bit of biogr^TDhy of Israel's
past rulers; the next two -^oretell the restoration of
Israel; 37 symbolizes the unification of Israel; the
next section glimpses the coming .iudgment of God upon
the heathen; and in 39:^5-29, he retells his promise
from Prod that Israel is still in Fis favor and will be
restored.
b. ) The second messages describe the restored Israel.
From 40-43, Szekiel tells the dimensions of the Temr)le
and describes it for us; in 44-46, he lists the task
and the offices of the Temple; and 4'^-48, he tells of
the Tem^ple and the Lord.
c. ) The third section is the short message on ICgypt .
2. ) Creelman also suggests that Jeremiah 43:8 to 44:30
was written in ^e-ypt about 581 ^. C. in which the oroohet
foretells Babylonia's conouest of Egyt)t, and also condemns
the Jewish practice of idolatry while in Eg3''pt
.
4 5
3. ) Creelman dates the Holiness Code
,
the book of
1 — -^.zekiel 36:1 - 39: '^4.
2 — Ezekiel ^9:17-?1.
3 — Ibid, p. 191.
4 — P. 193.
5 — Leviticus 5^0-550 B.C., cf . Leslie, Ibid,
D. Ill, 550 B.C.
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1 ^
Lament a.t ions
,
Paruch's biography of Jeremiah
,
the Song
*^
O
of Moses
,
and the activity of the Deuteronomic compilers
from this oeriod.
4 5
4. ) Kirkpatrick , places Psalrr.s 74 and 79 here; Creelraan
6
places Psalm 89 here; and Leslie adds Deutero-Tssiah
.
5. ) From 570-538 P. C. we can add to our list Isaiah 21,
Isaiah 13:1 to 14:^3; we can add to this list mrny
valuable bits of literature too numberous to mention.
5.) The following are the lists of the psalms from 570-538 B.C.
McCurdy: 22, 51, 69, 71, 84, 102,
Kirkpatrick: 68, 22, 94, 10?, 74, 79, 89, 71, 77, 80, 139.
Briggs: 42-43, 63, 74, 77:1-15, 79, 81:5c-14, 8S, 84, 88,
89, 90, 137, 142.
Creelman: 79^ 89, and possibly others.
2. The f5!cts "divisions of the Peoples.
This hurried view of historical and literRry frag-
ments from which and with which '^e reconstruct the period
just before the d^^wn of the 5th century gives us a picture
of the play just before the curtains are dropped for the
1 — Creelman 580-550 ^.C. cf. Leslie 586-570 B.r. for Portions
2 — Jeremiah ?6, ?7-r^9, 34-44 in the m?in.
3 — DeijteronoTy 3^:1-43.
4 — Creelman, p. 193.
5 — P. 194.
6 — P. 111.
#
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silent years. In this glimpse we see the Hebrews in three
major groiaps. There is one little family in Babylon,
another in FpvDt , and ^orre more of them still at home.
Let us look more carefully into e^ch settlement; for there
can be little doubt of thf> fact that each grouD absorbed
much of the foreign element into their existence and carried
it back again to their homeland in the 6th and 5th centuries.
a. The Jers among the Chaldeans.
One might well suggest that those Jews who were
exiled into Babylon were the fortunate group after all.
It is a matter of common evidence that Babylon had becom.e,
under the rule of Nebuchadnezzar, the most beautiful and
the most powerful city of the ^ast. Its temnles to the
gods, Marduk and Bel, "-ide streets and "mountain-high"
fortifications, palaces, gardens, ^nd all the rest made a
visit to its site an opportunity to be coveted. Isaiah
13:19 describes it as "the glory of the kingdoms", and
Jeremiah 51:7 says: "Babylon hath been a golden cup in
Jehovah's hand, thgt m^^de all the earth drunken."
Needless to say, the Hebrews, frosh from their
little, sheltered caoital up there in the vine-clad hills
of Judea where waters rushed madly to the sea, must have
been mildly startled by all they saw. Further, it must
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have been a homesick handful of folk who journeyed from
the ouiet of the Palestinian hills to th'^' rush and
bustle of the huge Empire . rrust remember th?t , of
the three groups here to be discussed, these folk in
Babylon were the only ones who moved under compulsion.
Theirs was not a movement of choice like that of the
pilgrims to Egypt. Besides that, this group of exiles
did not all find the same destination. Some "were sold
as slaves, some were lost to sight in the mazes of the
huge city; others were scattered here and there over im-
mense Dlains watered bv endless canals, on the willow-
1 2
clad banks of which they wept for Zion "
.
'^e know little about the condition of these
Jews while they were in Babvlon. If the book of Daniel,
•2
written about 167 ^. C. is a biography of a character
among the exiles, we can gain a bit of information of
the heights that some of the Jews achieved during the
Babylonian and Persian periods. Likewise, from the
sources which we listed above, some small details are re-
lated. However, in the former case we have com.e to be-
lieve, on good grounds, th^t the narrator of the life of
Daniel was more interested in religious implications than
1 — Cttley, R.L. , A ^hort History of the Hebrews , p. ^18.
2 — P??slms i:^7;l.
3 — Leslie, p. ll'^..
C
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in strict historical data, "^hus in most cases the refer-
ences only permit us to draw inferences which may or may
not be true. In like manner we can observe the later
Jewish life and form a few more conclusions in regard to
the customs and habits that these exiles took back home
with them.
Of course, the condition of Daniel and his
imrrediate friends was unusual. T'he mass of the people
did not enjoy such esteem, in the minds of the court class.
"On the whole, their condition was outrard.ly peaceful and
fairly prosperous They acouired l^^nds and
houses; their sons and dauerhters married; they lived in
separate communities and were apparently allowed to main-
tain to some extent the social customs and. organizations
T
J.
of their native land".
These peoole suffered more mentally, proba.bly,
than physically, 'f'hey rere troubled over their religion.
Here thev were, exiled from their homes after an honest
attempt at reform under Josiah. Here they were, in a
strange land, in the midst of heathen peoples who wor-
shipped other gods and were successful. Jehovah not
only had let them be exiled, but they were far away from
Him and saw no immediate chance to return. Moreover,
1 — Ottley, p. 221.
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the faithful few were beset by probl'^ms T^ithin their own
nationality. Many of the exiles had acceoted Babylonian
gods and business methods and taunted their fellows for
holding to the ancient faith. All in all the devout
exiles were beset by many and devious trials and tribu-
lations.
Tn this environment and under these handicaps,
Ezekiel labored, '^e will consider his wor*k in detail
shortly. Just now we want to see only his pastoral ^ork.
In the latter part of his book he is sketching an ideal
community hallowed by the oresence of Ood's sanctuary.
At first this did not satisfy because the Temole was
many miles away. Gradually, a new custom prevailed. The
exiles met on the banks of the canals where services were
held. Out of this experience came the f?ynap-ogue, a.
blessing to future generations. Furthermore, we find a
good deal of literary activity among- the exiles, the de-
tails of which we shall soon see. Suffice it to s'^y,
since this is merely an introduction, that the Babylonian
Jews gained much in their captivity.
b. The Je^vs arnons- the Eg^'TDtians
.
To get a true Picture of this groun we should
remember that they left from fear. In the 9th year of
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his rei^n, Zedekiah broke his treaty with the Babylonians
and revolted. He expected aid from the King of ^gyot,
but this was not forthcoming, and he.^went down to igno-
minious defeat before Nebuchadnezs'.ar . It was after this
revolt that Jerusalem was destroyed, and the second cap-
tivity took place. Ottley describes those who were left
in Jerusalem as "the miserable remnant". Over them Geda-
liah was made gove'^-nor. Within two months he was mur-
dered by Ishmael, a mem.ber of the roval family. The citi-
zens were terrified. They feared another wholesale mas-
sacre at the hands of the ^ing of ^abylon. ^o they fled
into T5!gvDt. .^ooa.rent
"! y , Jeremiah disapproved of this move,
but they went; Jeremiah with them. Many of them settled
at Tahpanhes from which ooint we see the lag-*- of the
great oroohet. It is even supoosed that he met a martyr's
death among his own peoDle. Beyond this brief statement
we know little exceot as we glance into the "Elephantine
Papyri, ano speak of the Temole.
Pesides the group at Tahpankes there are records
B-iving- us the story o:^ a Jewish colony at "^^yene where they
3
had a temole to Yahu as early as 5?5 P. C.
1 — for further details see Driver, Authority ^ Aycixeologv .
2 — 0. 713. p. 117.
5 — Snyden,' Ed. H., Israel's Pebt to Kgypt .
f
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c. The Jews in Palestine.
We will turn next to those who remained in
Judah. It wonld apoear that these Deoole did little to
irnT)rove their status; for they made little or no effort
either to rebuild the walls or the temple. That does
not mean, hov^pver, that there ras no ^orshio, for, to
the Jews, the sacred and the secular life was nractically
one and the same, "^he Fncyclooedia of Religion and
1
Tilthics suge-ests that there ^rob^bly was an agreement
with Samaria in which the use of the temtjle at 'npthel
was open for the Hebrews in Judah . The Aaronite priests
here were those who h^ld the same views of the pro >hetic
school which drew up the J. document. This combination
is further sus-gested for we -^ind the J. and E. documents
combined in the "^entateuch. Furth-^r than that, the
writer of Ezra 4 must have held the sarr.e belief. We
can further suggest this possibility from the arguments
of loeic. Surely, the mere fact any centralization and
union of this almost nationally extinct people would be
enough to urge that practice. There are disadvantages
in such an idea, though, for any one sanctuary would be
a gre^t distance from the homes of some of the Jews,
wherever they might live. Opnosition orob^bly increased
f#
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as reports and rumors filtered through from the exiles
telling of their nf=wly formed local synagogues. Then
again, a nev prophetic element w?5s coming in under
Jeremiah which called for a cessation of animnl sacri-
fice and a complete halt in the sacrifice of the first-
born child. It v^as this group, too, who received the
legal code in the book of Deuteronomy. It must have
been a hard task to teach this new code of ethics and
law, especially the new decalogue, to a people so steeoed
in Mosaism as these. Yet it apparently did succeed for
1
we find that Shechera gccer>ted the code and m.ade possible
a united Israel. This was probably completed before the
appointment of Zerubbabel as governor, and thf^ return of
some of the exiles.
B. Prophetic Activity During the Period.
1. Jeremiah.
We have already made mention of this proohet
who survived the two trios into exile only to finally
choose voluntary exile into Egypt. Here is the story of
another misunderstood prophet whose visions came true.
He, like, 'J'^zekiel, w^s of Driest ly descent. His first
Dublic appearance came in the 13th year of the reign of
1 — Deuteronomy P7
,
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Josiah and just Drior to the finding- of the "Rook of Law.
He lived in those troublesome times of exile, oromise,
revolt, and destruction. He spoke of the nation's sin
and the coming judgment from God through the aid of an
earthly foe. At first he cells for reDentsnce and thence
gives advice to safety, for the doom wes coming. It must
have hurt the great man to make that change. He was
deeply emotional and visionary at the same time. More
than that, he was continua"'ly tried by oersecutions and
the like even when doing the Lord's commands. Yet he
does not hesitate to do his duty until "by his conception
of the 'new covenant' , he surnasses in spirituality and
profundity of insight every other orcD-'et of the Old
3
Testament
.
2. Ezekiel.
This introduction would hardly be complete with-
out some cognizance being taken of the warrior '^or right
and truth who had been taken to T=?abylon at the time of
the first exile. Unlike Deut ero-Tsaiah, we know much of
the life of this pronhet. He was the son of Puzi and
a priest of the aristocracy of Jerusalem. He lived in
€
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1 2
his own house on the banks of the river, Chebar . Here
was a man who coulri move the crowds. Fe could see wh?t
wa'^ going to happen, and, though at times his oictures
are vague to ub, his o^n enthusiasm forces the vision
upon us.
Israel's chief sin is idolatry which Phe prac-
ticed in l^gyDt and in the wilderness and in the Promised
Land and, even now in th'^' exile. Jehovah won't stand
3
for that. Ezekiel's work is divided into three parts :
(1) the aooroachine- fall of Jerusalem, to which he gives
the first twenty-four chapters, (^) the prophecies con-
cerning foreign nations, to which he gives the next
eight chapters, and {^) the future restorption of Israel.
A
'±
3. reutero-l8sish 540 ^. C.
5
Hidden within the present book of Ispiah lies
the work of somf= great unnamed nrophet
. Since this is
still a part of our introduction, we shall not attempt
to prove the thesis here in any detail. Most authorities
agree on the passages that we shall assign to the exiled
pronhet whom, we do not know by name. The m^ost logical
1 — Ezekiel :^:'^4: 5:1; I'^tof.
2 — Ezekiel 3:15.
3 — ^river, S.'R., 7,l-*-PT;^t"r'=' of th^ O.T ., o. '^'^9,
4 — Le^^lie, ^'c^^t'ypn, ADnroach to the O.T .. ''^o.
5 — Isaiah 40^55.'
0
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reason for their decision lies in the ereneral fact that
most folk write about the day in which they live — es-
pecially the prophets. If th^t is true, we can well
assiern this oroohecy to the Deriod .ii^st described in
the history o^^ the exile. Ae a bit of evidence, we
find that Jerusalem and the cities of Judah are des-
JL
troyed; the Temole is demolished; the peoole are in
2
Babylon which is a doomed emoire because she is both
too conceited and too heartless to lonpr exist as a
3
world power
.
Peyond that we find that Cyrus is twice
4
mentioned by n-'^me
,
and the author prophesies that he
will be the ruler to free Israel, permitting the exiles
to return home and rebuild their sacred city .
The first oroohecy is found in Char)ters 40 to
48 and assures the exiles that they will soon be free.
Isaiah II is sure th^^t Cyrus is Jehovah's assistant in
this task. From this point, the prophet idealizes the
mission of Israel, in naming the Israelites to teach the
7
world true religion
. The remainder deals with Jehovah
1
— Is'^iah 44:^6 -ff.
V. — iPsiPh 4.8:^0.
3 — l?;^iah A'^:'^.
4 — Isaiah 4^:?S ^--:1.
5 — Tnaiah 45:1Z.
c
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and his relation to idols which is further develooed in
chaoter 48 and following. His main interest in this sec-
tions seems to be that the oeoole shall get themselves ready
morally to he^r Jehovah's call. Fe intror'uc'=? again the
ideal servant and describes him vividly in chanters 49 and
50:4-9, etc. In the last part of this proohecy, we find
the most advanced thinking to date, "^e see the servant of
Jehovah suffering for other's sins as well as his own. He
concludes with another call to repentance and acceptance
±
of the better way
. In this prophet we seek and find a
good deal of the inspiration which could not help but make
an impression upon the exiles of the 6th centurv and thus
2
upon the reunited people of the 5th .
4 . Hagga i
.
This prophet comes into our picture about six-
teen or eighteen years after the return of Zerubbabel
o
(Sheshbazzar) . In these years no effort has been made,
1 — Driver, S.P., Tntronuction to the Literature of the
0. T. , D. ?^?>Of-^y ^ Driver, '^.R., Isai^ih: Fip Li-^e and
Ti"' ep
,
"^p-^t II chaoters to 5 a^e fine for discussion
of Deutero-I saiah and Trito-Isaiah as one section.
Conpideration of this stand ^^ill be given later.
2 — Levy, ^euh^n, D^ut ero-lpaiah
.
n. ?6.
3 — "^ennett, ^.F. , '^he "^pI. o^ the Pogt-'^yilic Prcohets
Kent, C.'P'., Pistcrv of Jevish Peon ' e
,
rs
. 141f f ./y Ch. 6.
Driver, L. C. T.
.
o. ."^-i^ff.
Smith, H.P., 0. T. Fistory , n. ?49ff.
Ottley, R.L., Short ^igtory of th^ Hebrev^s . p. ^31ff.
€
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or, at least, no effort has been successful, in rebuilding
the temple. This inaction, apparently, was the cause of
much Divine disoleasure; for cro"os were ooor, and the
people Buffered generally. Th^n came the feast of the
new moon, and with it the spoeal of Haggai to postpone
no longer the building of the temple. His is not the
silver tongue of an orator, but he seems to have had the
facts and the enthusiasm to gain action. He touched their
1
hearts, and they began to build within a month . Hie
second message was as practical as the first, ^ome of
the older folk remembered the days of the Old Temole and
were disappointed with the new one. The r)rophet assures
them that this new temple will have Gentile gifts to
beautify it a,nd will surpass the Solomonian Temnle in the
2
blessing of peace bestowed upon it
. His third message
to the people must have come at a slack time in the
building, for he assures them that as long as the Temnle
remains uncom.pleted the people rem.ain unclean. Simul-
taneous with this advice to the neople, is the assurance
to Zerubbabel that he will gain much for this contribution
to Jehovah. This orophet is simple and goes right to the
point. The 5th century owes much to this man, who, with
1 — Kent, D. 141 and Driver, d. 343.
2 — Driver, p. 343.
c
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his colleague, Zechariah, laid the practical foundations
out of the disappointment of the 6th.
5. Zechari?>h 1-8.
Here in the Isst of the great oersonages we
shall consider in our introduction. Fe v^as a contemporary
of Haggai, at least, so far as we are able to tell. There
are here and there rumor? of additions and fittings which
would change the general historical and chronological
date some even suggesting that the prophecy dated be-
fore the exile . ¥ost authorities, however, hold to the
traditional view that this proohet came on to the scene
during the work of Haggai. He assures the oeoole that,
though former proohets, leaders, and hopes have passed
away, Yahweh still exists, and His word is abiding. Going
farther he broadens the visions of his listeners by des-
cribing the bounds of the Ne^ Jerusalem.
C. The Close of the 6th Century and T'^s Heritage to the 5th.
Here we have seen roughly the work of the five
greatest leaders just prior to our century. Jeremiah had
held the fort in Jerusalem and had probably died a
martyr's death with the Exiles in ^gynt, not failing", to
leave with them much of e*ood, as we shall see. "^zekiel
1 — Driver, t). ?48.
f
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and Second Isaiah had maintained the faith and the hope of
the JewR in Babylon. And finally, Fagpai and Zechariah
preserved the zeal that was well on the way to extinction
fanning the spark into the fire of action until the altar
was built, the foundation was laid, and the temple was
dedicated
.
If this century left no other heritage to the
succeeding ones, it 616 leave a reorganized religion in
the years that followed the return.
f
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TI. The History of the Fifth Century P. C.
A. 'External History of the Period.
1. "^ersi?:!.
As the fifth century opens, Darius I is on the
throne of Persia. He ascended the throne in 5^1 in a
series of moves so tyoical of ancient g-overnment.
Gaumata had tricked Cf?mbyses gnd gained the pov'erful
throne in the year before. Like many such characters,
he did not last long. His treachery was discovered, and
Darius, who apoarently had been with Hambyses in Fgypt,
put him to death. At once he claimed the throne by
tracing his ancestry to Archaeraenes an'i the royal line.
That was good, but not enough. He had come tc rule "in
1
a dangerous hour" , and had to fight to hold his power.
His rule is marked with much of the barbarism which was
absent from the reign of Cyrus. He won his battles and
mutilated the men who rose in revolt against him. In
rapid succession he won over Gaumata, Atrina, l^Tidintu-'^el,
Fravartich f phraortes)
,
Martiya, Citrantakhma
,
Vabya^data,
Arakha, Froda, and Skunkha. '^e havp the records cf these
events for "Darius had his story carved on a mountain side,
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on the main trade route, sixty-five milep from Hamadan .
His next move was a conouest of ^pyr^t . With
all this empire, he must have a method of government.
.
Cyrus' systeT! of viceroys had failed beca.use of the Dower
each ruler had. Thus, Darius inaugurated the satrap sys-
tem. Here the King was the head with absolute pover.
Under him were some score of more satraps ruling the
smaller nrovinces of the emnire. Of these satranies,
Herodotus lists an unnamed one fifth which included
Palestine, Phoenicia, and the island of Cyprus. T'he
duties of the satrap were nrimarily that of collecting
the taxes
,
"but this was not all, ''^or he was also the
general manager of the province. He was the sunreme
judge of his groun and could negotiate with other leaders.
Here was too much power without control so the great King
either sent oi^t his royal family of married his daughters
to some suitable man.
As our century opens, Darius is planning a con-
Puest of Greece. The land b^^ttle ^as successful, if not
a great event, but the water conouest failed utterly.
In 491, Persian heralds began to get the Ionian's small
neighbors, who had been their friends, to turn Persian
1 — Ibid, D. 96.
2 — III, 31.
3 — 7,oO talents from number 5.
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in their support. This done, they met the Greeks at
Marathon, the result of which is k'^own in all history.
Still, Darius would not give uo, and, in 487, he was
ready to attack again, planning to put down a revolt
in ITgypt on the w=>y. This excursion wa? never made,
for Darius died In 485, the "gr^ptest Oriental ruler
from then until now .
Artobozanes ras Darius' eldest son, but Xerxes
was the first son born after Darius ascended the throne.
Thus to him fell the lot of Fing in 485. His name in
o
Hebrew is Ahasuerus . He was thirty-five years of age
and admired by his peoole. He had nroMems at once in
the revolt of lle-vot and the Grecian camoaign left un-
finished by his father. The first he began in 486. He
then put down a revolt in Pabylon, and began his plans
for Greece. In 480, the troops began to move. They won
several battles but were turned back at Salamis which
was the beginning of ultimate defeat. Py 478, there were
no more Persians in Greece. In 464, he was murdered by
Artabanus. His career had been moderately succppsful.
He had kept the emnire together e\'-'=n if he had not been
1 — Rr.p-prs, o. Ic9.
2 — See ^zra 4:6 and i^'cther -cte; Te may use this
fact to date the book of "st.her later.
3 — "Rogers, p. 145.
•
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able to win more land. In his later years the Dower and
the wealth of the "Empire was too much for him.
We do not knor what heoame of the murderer,
1
Artabanus. Rogers suggests that so^re scholars place
him on the throne for some seven months, but, if this
is so, it must have been as a. masauerade, for he h^d no
right to the throne as Xerxes had at least three sons.
The eldest two of these were born while their
father was not yet F"ing so Art^xerxes I (Longimanus) be-
came legal ruler. His surname, Longimanus, or long
hand, was given him because his right hand was longer
2
than his left
. If he had been a Deaceful governor,
the Persian "^moire might have recovered from her ex-
haustion within the court itself caused by Xerxes' many
intrigues to bui'id him a harem. Put Artaxerxes was not
that man. ''^hen he had to out down uorisings in bis
provinces. The first was from his brother, FystasDes,
who was Dut down after two bloody battles in 46^ P. C.
The second cpme from EgyiDt , in the treachery o-^ Inaros,
son of Psammetichus
. At the first conflict Persia wen,
but before the traitor was comoletely routed, the
1 — P. 172.
2 — PV.it yrch, Li^es
,
Artaxtir> f=^s I.
3 — ?,ee r^ecticn on "leohantine Paoyri.

Athenians sent two-hundred ships apainst the "Persian host.
This aroused Artaxerxes and, in 465, he left Persia for
Egyot. This army conquered Egypt and could have taken
Greece if Darius had been at its head.
^uring this reign Herodotus, the f>reat Eastern
Historian, visited Egyot as far as Elephantine and tells
us the land was as well governed as it was under many
princes in the earlier days.
In Babylonia there still were, among his sub-
jects, man3;' Jews, who had not taken advantage of Cyrus'
oermission to return. In fact, those who did return at
T
a.
that tirre, says Rogers
,
were the religious fanatics and
a few whose financral success was not so good.
Those who remained were about eoually divided
2
among those who were successful in business
,
and those
who were deeolv concerned with the faith of Israel and
3
were busy gathering and codifying law and custom .
It was under Artaxerxes I that Nehemiah gained
permission to return and raise the walls of Jerusalem.
lie wonder why the Jews gained so much consideration. We
1 — ?. 17b.
2 — We hare :^Ound r'^cords of ~r-ny of th'^^re see H.
^. riprecht and A. T Clay, ^jsi^-ess nucument"^ of
^^jrashu Sens of TJiouur .
3 — Ar^ong these ras, probably, Ezra who, rith sere of
them, returned to Jerusalem in "97.
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are inclined to surmise thpt Persian DOwer was 8lipr)inp,
and, in a desperate atterrot to hold vtiBf was left, they
tried to keep peace by makine- concessions to conouered
peoples. Persia still held Eeryot, but Greece was fast
becominc- a oower to be feared upon the Mediterranean.
"The vast emoire which men of genius had founded, ex-
tended, and solidified was filled with cracks, and the
signs of its ruin were many . Artaxerxes was unfitted
by nature and by the life he had lived to sway the
sceptre o" mightier men, and his own end was soon to
come." He died in 424,
Immediately upon his father's death, Xerxes II
came to the throne. There was naught for him but dis-
aster. How long he reigned do not krow, but do
know that his brother, Vahuka, took the field against
him and won through clever strategy. Fe then took the
2
throne as Darius II .
Here, too, comes into our line o"^ vision that
group of Hebrews which were settlers at "Tlephant ine and
Assuan. In our discussion of the Elephantine Papyri, we
shall consider the theori^»s of their arrival. Suffice it
1 — Rogers, p. ir^O.
2 — 485 P. C. He only ruled for a few days in
fact he hardly could "be called a ruler.
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to say thgt they were Jews and had built a temrile to
their God. They v'ere not liked by the ^p-yptisns be-
cause they were foreigners and bec?use they were Persian
subjects with soecial favors. All was well as long as
the ^^atrao was there to nrotect them, but '.'^'hen Arsames
left for the court of Darius 11 the Egyptians destroyed
the Jews' temole . More details of this event and the
life of the Jews in Egvot will be told immediately and
in the last part of the next section. Shall we return
to Persia again for a moment to see the fall of the
colorless Darius II? He had made a passive success in
holding the Empire together, but his greatest failure
of all was the annihilated army that tried to conouer
the mountain folks in the unper Tigris. This failure
left Darius with a broken heart and broken health. His
last problem was his successor. His oldest son was not
eligible, but Darius knew he would claim thp throne.
In 408 the younger son, Cyrus, was made Satrao of Lynia
and began immediately to ulan for succeeding his father.
Darius died in 404 "R. C. He had m^de no rpal contribution
to the already tottering "^moire, leaving it weaker than
he found it.
1 — In 411 H. C. cf. "Rogers, p. 197.
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Arsikaa, not Cyrus, ascended the throne while
Cyrus returned to his satra'^iy in Lydia. We shell stop
our history here vithout the unnecessary relating of
revolt after revolt which S"r?dually tore the fve.^t Per-
sian iCmpire apart. Tn 401, Cyrus tried to if in the
throne through rebellion but was killed near the close
of the fif^h century.
2. Egypt.
It is almost iraoossible to tell the story of
Persia, as we have just done, without overlapping the
contemporary story of Egypt.
In 57^, there was a prolonged conflict between
the Egyptians and the Greeks which reached the eers of
Nebuchadnezzar II of Babylon. He imrrediately pet forth
to conouer Egypt. We do not know how far he went or
how much sur^cess he had, but it would aopear that Amasis
II went on ruling in the twentv-sixth Dvnasty, and his
T
son reigned for six months to 5PQ ^. C.
The legend is told that Cambyses of Persia
asked for the daughter of Amasis II anr" g-ot the daughter
of Apries, Nitetis, instead. This aro^ised the anger of
the Persian Chief and began his invasion of Egvpt. This
1 — ~u'^ge, E. A. WeHi 8, Egypt , p. "2.
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took plr»ce in 5^^7 and was a fight to the finish, with the
Persians winning.
For six years Ca.mbyses ruled in ^g-ypt, then
Darius I came to ^^ypt in ^1? ^. C. and about that time
or earlier, by a few years, the Nile was connected by
canal with the Red S^a.
Xerxes came into control here in 486 or 485
and he, too, had a revolt to out do^n ^hich had started
under Ehabb'^sha and lasted about a ye^r. He conscripted
trooDS from the ^gryoti^ns to ai"^ in keeoing- the TTmiDire
together for the twenty years he ruled. Othf^rs followed,
as we noted just above, but Darius T seems to be the
only one who was really interested in the v-^elfare of the
Egyptians. He made friends among the priesthood and the
people as well.
Thus, briefly, we leave Egynt
,
which, after all,
is not a oower among the nations in the fifth century. We
shall see her ae^ain as we consider the ^leohantine Papyri.
B. Internal History.
1. The Dark Period ( 51G - 4S5)
.
The temple of which we spoke previo-jsly was
€
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comoleted in the si^th year of rsrius, 51f^ P. C. After
this, it would seem that the history of the Jews is a
blank Dsge for nearly three decades. It was a neriod
crowded with great events. "'^'rom Persia came armies in
all directions as the Napoleon of the Orient (Darius)
striving to extend his rule over all Furooe. He strove
to annex Greece to his fast growing provinces, but failed,
and after the disastrous defeat at I/arathon in 490, Egyot
1
1
revolted, and Darius died
.
All of this made its mark on world history but
effected the Jews little. The most that can be said of
them was th^t Jerusalem had remained, for the thirty
years from 516 - 485, unregarded and obscure. It was
rather the internal policy of the "Emoire which effected
the Jews. The satrapial system was inaugurated to hold
and, at the same time, to protect the vast empire. The
Satrap served in the capacity of governor and had as
assistants, two appointed officials a soldier, who
commanded the garrison, and a civilian, as secretary. All
three had eou^l authority, and each acted as a check, to
the l^ing, upon the other.
1 — Tent, p. 151 153.
Punt-^r, ^.H.
,
.5ft°r ^xile
,
-i. '^14.
Leslie, ii!.A.
,
Abi^^g'^dcn Pible '^omr-entary
,
p. 11?.
? — Kent places d^te o^_revclt in ^ry^t ac 406 <-nd Mara-
thon earlier, n. 15d.
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Syria, -with other territory surrounding, formed
one of these divisions of government with the spi^t, meet
probably, st Damascus. Although the colonies were forced
to pav t??xes, these recuirements rere not too stringent.
Though they were forced to render service in the ^rmy
,
the folks at home led their normal existence. If they
met these two reouirement s, and obeyed the orders of the
local rulers, they were permitted to live, vt^orship, and
rule, in minor matters, as they pleased.
As long as Darius reigned at Susa snd Zerubbabel
ruled as Pekah in Jerusalem, all went well. What became
of the latter, however, we do not knov/. In Zechariah 4:S,
the last reference is m?de to him in a form of prophecy
that "The hands of Zechariah h^ve laid the foundation of
the temole, his han:^s shall also finish it." No one seems
to know, however, whether the oroohecy came true or not.
TX
Hunter suggests thPt tradition has it that Zerubbabel
returned to Babylon once more and died while there. It ie
also highly doubtful if he remained to see the comoletion
of the temnle; for his name is outstandingly missing from
the story of the dedication. 9o it was, thpt the last of
the old line of David to achieve fame or reputation faded
1 -- Vol. I, p. 2?.o.
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from the dusty pages of history.
Any number of things might have happened to his
rule in Jerusalem. He might have been called to the
throne of Darius on business and fallen ill while there.
He might have been removed for helDing the J'^ws too much.
Perhaps he was forced to resign becf=^use o^^ hostile feel-
ings toward him in Jerusalem. Perhaps, he lost hone and
gave uo in desnair. At any rate, the artist failed to
finish the Picture at this noint. Thus the neonle which
looked for great leadership from Zerubbabel were disap-
pointed, an'^ finally succumbed to the inevitable and gave
up again the dream of a restored nation, thofgh it was
largely through his help that the Temple had been built.
Next to the finishing of this work, the heart
of the Jews was bound up in the reconstruction to the
walls of their beloved City. If that was not done,
neither the teranle nor the pooulace itself was s?fe.
Until the death of Darius this was not oermitted. When
1
Xerxes mounted the throne
,
however, the cry went up
again to build the walls, ^f course, Samaria, a forti-
fied town but a day's journey from Jerusalem, and the
seat of a higrher official, ODr>osed such a move, and the
plea was rejected.
1 — 4S5 ^.C, of. Leslie, ^.A., Abinrdon Commentary , p. 112.
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Shortly thereafter, the fears of the Je^'s found
9^ grounds as the site of JerusPlem was the scene of much
of the violence of the Persian conouest of Eg-yot. Joel,
in the 3rd chapter of his writings c^^lls our attention
to innocent Judea blood that was shed at the hand of
Egyot and Tfldom. ^ven the Persians laid waste the land
1
as they marched thru .
It was in this Persian conouest that Pabvlon,
2
arch-enemy of the Jews, was destroyed . Thus, the Yah-
weh of the Jews was again grenter than the ^el of the
Babylonians.
If we are to accent the story of Joel as his-
tory, we find that the nation of our interest suffered
3
more under this rule than under any condition in memory
.
After Zerubbabel, the rulers were, for the most part,
foreigners.. ..one after another of them who ate from
•*
the fat of the land while the J^ws starved
. In ITehem.iah
and Lamentations we find testimonials to the onoression
and utter poverty of the people. For the next quarter
of a century there is a gap in Jewish History.
1 — Joel 1.
2 — 539 B.C. cf. Leslie, Abingdon Commentary
^ o. 111.
^ 3 — Joel 1.
4 — Nehemiah 5:14, 15.
#
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Hunter suggests that the Book of Esther fills
the gap here mentioned, at least, for the Jews who v^ere
out of the homeland. If can accent tl is narration as
history, if the events recorded w*^re not «'ritten dov^n too
long after their occurrence, if the story is not a figment
of someone's imagination the picture which is given us
emblazons a contrast vith the good fortune of the exiled
members of the race standing out in relief against the
poverty and hopelessness of the J'^'ws in the Promised Land.
However, such is unlikely, if not impossible
for not once in all the ^ook is Jerusalem mentioned, nor
the Holy Land, nor is the here of Jehovah found upon its
pages. Truly, this is naught but fable.
AS we have said, with the loss of Zerubbabel all
the Persian officials were foreigners. The only official
to whom the Jews could turn was the High Priest. He be-
longed to the Zadokites and was the most nrominent figure
in the community. Gradually thip group gained power un-
til they regained all they had lost after the return of
the exiles. Prom a secondary position in every field he
now became chief of secular as well as religious matters
—
— solving all the problem.s th^t were outside the juris-
diction of the Persian overlords.
1 — ^.^ol. I, o. r'??.
0(#
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The High Priests rere the aristocracy, and they
were satisfied to remain that way. Realizing that, if
they were to remain in oosition as a DriviTeged class,
something must be done to get their fellowmen out of the
realm of slaves and oauoers, they onened new roads of
activity for them, the end of which far exceeded anyone's
expectations. Sixty years had shown, quite vividly, that
their "laissez faire" attitude was unsuccessful. Exclu-
siveness either between factions of Jews or "between Jews
and Gentiles based uoon a mcTPl plane when Physical
barriers could not be raised was useless.
nX
Ezra tells us of mixed marriages or marriages
with non-J'=>ws which, it wo^^ld appear, ^ere entered into
deliberately as a policy approved by the highest authori-
ties in the land. 'Rzra was not the only o-^e who opposed
the move, but the minority could only protest.
There is an interesting though at this point .
•2
To state it let me Quote verbatim : "Weak in numbers and
in material resources, robbed of their liberties, im-
potent even for self-defense, they were feared by the
very enemies who trampled on them, and respected by those
1 — Chapter 9.
?> — Chaoter P:4.
3 — Hunter I, p. P>57 .
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who insulted them. There were obvious re^^sons for the
Jews seeking the alliance of the (Gentiles, material ad-
vantages to be gained; but quite other motives must have
actuated the Gentiles in courting alliance with the Je'P's.
1
Fven the writer of Trito-Isaiah spoke out in
favor of Gentile equality as long as they all worshioiDed
the same Divine Cre^^tor and Protector. This solved the
immediate and external political difficulties, but it was
a partial good at best. "If Israel was to fulfill its
high mission to the Gentile world, it must still, at this
stage of its development, keep separate from, the C-entile
world The time had not yet corre for breaking
down the fence and adm.itting the Gentiles 'A'holesale into"
the Jewish faith. As yet, the J'^ws were not strong
enough to hold the middle ground between the facts of
the past and the dreams of the future. This new move
could not help but lower the standards of the Hebrew
people. It was here that the evils commenced which
Valachi so fiercely condemned a few years later. An un-
enforced part of the l^^w soon lowered the adherence to
all law, and life began to skid with increased momentum
down the grade of retrogression.
1 — Isaiah 56:L^, 6, 7,
S — Hunter I, p. 258 f.
(#
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While these Deople were loosenine" their hold on
the moral code they had developed in ppst centuries, the
Jews, still in caotivity, in the Empire were becoming more
strict as the days went by. Many real developments in
Judaism came from the exiles. The Sabbath day in its
richer aspects came from the Babylonian Jers. ^zekiel
X
says : "they shall keep my lars and mv statutes in all
mine assemblies; and thev shall hallow ray sabbaths." A
yet later writer adds : "Blessed is the man who keepeth
the Sabbath from profaning it." Not only was it of value
in itself, but it was also a bend of union for the exiles.
Every seventh day thus reminded the Jew ouite forcibly
of his ancestry. Intellectually also the Jews of Babylon
surpassed their brothers, 'p'orced to live with foreign
cultures and in new environments, with the educated best
of that iTorld they could not help but eain much intel-
lectual development. It seem.s impossible, yet it is
true, thr^t the work of fusion which soldiers could not
make with swords, which the prophets could not achieve
3
with the "power of abstract ideas"
,
was accomolished by
4
the Book of the Law . This was the only remaining ground UDon
1 — Szekiel 44:?4.
^ — Isa. 58r?.
"
— Hunter, p. ?1Z
,
4 — Code o" Ezekiel - 40-43 and the Holiness Code, Lev. 17-?6
are me^nt. Refer ^^nce in detail vi''! g'iven at a later
point in this paper.
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which disunited Jews could again stand united. The Law
of Moses took the nlace of the cry of the orophets, and
a grouo of Rcribes or =^opherim take their place in the
parade of history of Judaism. These men coDied the law.
Some of them went farther than to codv, and Jeremiah ex-
1
poses the "lying stylus of the ^opherim." They did not
have an altar, but they had their manuscripts, "^hey
could not offer sacrifices, but they could read and teach.
At first, these men worked independently, then
later, in grouos or small communities with the same in-
terest. Likewise, at first, the groups were interested
mainly in getting the law before the peoole. Later, they
began to teach it as an infallible code of life, solving
all problems. From there it was but a simple step to the
belief that law observance made the perfect life.
2. The Remainder of the Century (460 - 400 P. C.)
a. Biblical History.
1.) Falachi.
It was this Persian cominatiori just described
which chafed the Febr-^w peonies. Once again Israel was
forced to set her hopes on the future, and, in so doing,
1 -r- Jeremiah 3:8.
9
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we see e flash of lieht play for a moment uDon the con-
dition and temoer of the restored exiles in the little
booTc of Malachi, f/ost authorities ag-ree that Malachi
means "my mes-^enger" and is not the name of the proDhet
1
after all. H. P. Smith sugerests that he did not sign
his correct name because of the disrepute into \vhich the
prophets had fallen after the non-fulfillment of the
hopes of Hagsai and Zechariah. His was a voice but no-
thing more. What the voice said leads us to believe that
we '<now what hanoened from the dedication of the Temnle
to the oresent time (460). Apt)arently the religious fer-
vor, which develoT:)ed as th^ temple vas completed and wor-
shiD took Dlace again, did not last for any gre^t lenerth
of time. Perhaos the d'-^ath of Zerubbabel extinguished
the l^st faint hopes of the revival of a United Israel.
The loss of hooe has its counterpart in the loss of faith
both in one's self and in one's rjod. When that happens,
man degenerates. The community faced a crisis and failed
to win the day. Gradually conditions must have become
worse until all those customs which had been relee-ated to
the past were again in vogue. Indeed, the lack of morality
must have spread to the Temole itself, for we find the
f
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proDhets crying out for someone to shut the doors of the
temple
.
Tt would seem to me th^t the decay of the neoole'
faith in God and the ultimate triumoh of good is the out-
standing message of the prophet. In fsct, he cries out
in rebellious comolaint to those who shov^ld be aiding
these lost folk in the finding of God's will. Everything
is wrong. Truly, everyone is "disappointed and ill at
o
ease." Faith is gone; oppression is ever-present; old
distinctions between the upper and lower classes have re-
appeared; maintenance of temple worship and the priest-
hood has becorre a burden of exnense; the injunctions of
the l»w are disobeyed; Sabbath observance is neglected;
and there no longer remains any desire to keen Israel a
distinct peoole with clear blood.
It is not at all surprising that a prc^hetic
voice is heard, however, weakly, at this time. Tt seems
that even the oroohet has lost hope in the future. He
sees the evils, and he sees the possible solution, but
there sef^ms little hope that his advice will be fo"" lowed.
Prophecy, apparently, "feels itself unable to cone ade-
quately with the moral situation and is conscious of its
1 — !/plachi 1:10.
2 — Montefiore, Hibbert Lectures , p. ?95.
c
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1
own decline." We shall consider the book as literature
later, since our interest here is mainly history.
2.) E?:ra.
The dark period from the dedication of the
Temole until the middle of the fifth century is certainly
the most difficult handicap to this study, hut it is far
from the only problem confronting us. In fact, a lack of
knowledge is not as misleading as false history or mis-
taken facts might be.
We no sooner get out of the darkness into the
first rays of light than we find oi^rselves face to face
with a new difficulty. When was i^zra's period? Did the
work of this character Drecede or follow that of Nehemiah?
The traditional view places Ezra first. In order to
understand the situation, we shall advance that theory
first in its age-old clothes and then set about to find
our solution, "^he thesis is that Ezra came to Jerusalem
fromi Babylon about 458 "°. C. At this point, many authori-
o
ties oart comnany. If we -follow this e-rouo
,
we are led
to the opinion that the hand that rocked his cradle rocked
also the cradle of Judaism. "In Jewish tradition he fig-
ures as a second Foses." Funter places Ezra in the very
1 — l^'cFadyen, A'0'^ro?ca lo the 0. T. , o. "34.
2 — Hunter, A. E. , ch. 15; Ottley, R . H . H . , n. -"5-7.
Driver, L. 0 . T . . 'O. 540-554; Bennett, Hel . of P .E .P .
.
p. 90 rf; Creelman, I . 0. T. . ^57 ff, etc.
#
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heart of the century that we are studying.
^zra belonged by birth to the priesthood and to
the highest branch, for he could trace his ancestry thru
the High Priests to Aaron. That illustrious background
was enough to e:ive him fame and early the oeoole called
him "the Priest" . TJlven that was not his main task, and
it was not long until folk sooke of him as "Ezra the
Sooher". He it was who gave the most to the ooenings' of
a new era
.
Then the vrord arrived in Babylon of the change
of policy in Jerus??lem. To many foreiern Jews this made
no difference — but to Ezra it was a mistake of the
highest order. Ezra gets the credit for placing Jeru-
salem at the center of the new Judaism. He realized that
success in the new venture deoended uoon a SDiritual cen-
ter, a holy city to which all eyes should turn. Thus,
oerhaos, came the great dream of teaching the law to
ignorant Israel
. Ezra not only knew the law he
also religiously keot it.
"^e do 'not know when he and his school of
followers left for Jerusalem; but we can be alm.ost cer-
tain that it was not in the reign of Xerxes, for his in-
terests did not run toward oermissions of that tvoe. In
1 — Ezra '7:11; 10:10; -n'=' T.-oho-^i-V; 0.2,
2 — Ezra 7:10.
r#
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465, Artaxerxes ascended the throne with a pood-natured
,
easy-going attitude. This amiability was perhaps ap-
proached by in search of royal favor. Artaxerxes
accepted the Jev^s in his court wlich no doubt heloed the
SoDher's case along. In "^zra 7:11 ff we find what is
supoosed tc be the copy of the perrrit the King gave ^zra .
The King's sanction gained, there were three
tasks left. Fzra needed men, money, and authority. All
this he received; and "the novel feature of this edict
of Artaxerxes was the position it a.ssie-ned to a man of
the Jewish race, the authority it e-ave hira over his
2
countrymen." He was not only to rule his own people
as Chief Jude^e of Law, but also those beyond the river.
Thus laden, he departed upon a mission of reform.
All seemed to be on Ezra's side until he ar-
rived in Jerusalem and discovered that Artaxerxes was
more powerful in Susa or Babylon than in Pal^^stine. Then
he also found that even Kings change their minds. He met
adversity, which perhaps was well, as he chans-ed his tac-
tics and -''orked in "^ar softer and more kindly methods than
he previously had planned. He gathered his followers on the
1 — T dofbt the veracity of the permit, but ther'=» must
hnve been one c:^ some kind, since permission was given.
§ — Hunter, p. 298.
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banks of the Ahava, an unknown stream, in March 459 resdy
1
for the pilgrimage. Three d?3ys , '^7Tq sDent in arranging
the marchinc numbers. Purity of race was an absolute
recuirement. Including women and children there were
probably from 6,000 to 8,000 loeoole in this imDOSing
cavalcade . Surely, Fzra must have had a powerful hold
on his countrymen with the exception of the Levites
which he had to send for to make his grouo comolete.
Finally, they departed after a fast and a oledge
to God as well as a refusal to accept an armed guard,
Eighty-eight years had elapsed since Zerubbabel had
taken the first e-roun hone over this trail. The first
group were sure of the coming ape of Jehovah. The
second were sure they had the only solution and rem.edy
for the mess the first group had made.
The pilgrims, by necessity, travelled slowly
over roundabout routes soendine: three and one-half
3
months en route
.
ADDarently the trip was not onlv a
' 4
long one, but also arduous
. Then they arrived at
Jerusalem. Ezra's reputation had reached Jerusalem
1 — Ezra 8:15.
2 — Hunter, p. 706; of. Bennett, r>. 9.0 (?,000 men besides
'"orren ^ chilcreT); and cf. Ottley, n. ''r^5 (1,600 men)
3 — Ezra 7:9.
4 — Ezra 8:31.
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ahead of him, and he wps the foremost man of his nation
for the time being. The fourth dpy tbey iDresented their
gifts to the Temnle, after overruling the Zadokite Driest,
and then, for five months, the curtain remains dovn on
the activities the Chronicl<=r relates.
Doubtless, the work began at once of educating
the people from the com-olete '''orah, while ^zra felt out
his way along the road of future reform.?, "^he worst
evil of all seemed to be the Oentile marriages and all
of the contam.inat ion as regards blood, law, and religion
they carried with them. Put what was hp to do about it?
The law, itself, was not oositive. '''he older law, +he
1
Deuteronomic code
,
which had been the statute book of
the second Temole, did not nrohibit them and did not make
c
them even practices to be discouraged , Now Ezra brought
n
>J
the Priestly code from Babylon with him, but Jerusalem
did not yet know of it, so, its authority must be estab-
lished before he could hand down decision uuon its state-
ments. The uermission to do this certainly would not be
forthcoming from the Zadokites, for the two grouDS were
already at swords ooints. The only remaining method was
followed by Ezra — he out the proposition before the
1 — Deuteronomy 1? - ^6, 28.
2 — Deuteronomy :^1: 10-14.
3 — Hunter II, o. 1?, cf. Ottley, -d. '^7-^,.
4
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peoole. It is unusual scene which is pictured in Tr7ra,
9 and 10. Thougrh the method used is comrDon enough even
today, the whole-hearted sincerity was what won the day.
In EfTa 10:5 we hear "all Israel" take the oath to cease
this intermarrying and to send back these foreign wives
and thf=ir children. Fere, the High Priests gained a com-
1
promise. A National Assembly was to be called by procla-
mation and render the final decision. Again Fzra won, and
again the other side claimed a hearing, ^ven the presen-
tation of the defense was in vain. The people had given
their decision, and from the final court there was no
appeal. Still unsatisfied, Fzra stood out for the imme-
diate trial of all wrongdoers before the multitude, but
here his own followers balked. That was not fair. The
precedent was established; the individual c^^ses could
follow. The compromise plan established a soecial court
with ITzra. as president. It was to be a circuit court,
meeting in the surrounding towns and villages. 'Poth sides
agreed and in ten dpys the rork was under way. "All is
not gold that glitters," however, and Ezra found much to
make the going hard, so difficult, indeed, that the whole
reform scheme was in danger of collapse. This was the
first step of this era to make the Jews an isolated group.
1 — TTzra 10:14 ff.
i
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"It wap the first invocation of an authority vhich pro-
claimed itself the ef^ual of the written Torsh, and, in
time, became its superior; the first imoosition of that
yoke of traditionalism which was never henceforth shaken
off, which succeediner centuries weighted more heavily and
bound on more firmly, and which sits to this day on the
1
necks of the Jewish pecle."
Not only were the politicians oDoosed to this
move, but alRo the la,st of the orophetic schools, '^hey
had seen the vision of a universal God, and this step
could only be a backward one. So stroncr was the feeling,
2
so Hunter says
,
that many wrote their opinions out in
prose or ooetry. Two of these have been preserved. Puth,
the erentle, loving, Gentile woman is made the heroine of
the Old 'testament's most beautiful love story, '^ith a
pastoral setting so common in Palestine, a bit of his-
tory, and a wealth of vivid imagination, the author seeks
to win his point of universal toleration. What a power-
ful rebuke a simple tale may become.
Then, there is Jonah. It has the same purrsose
of warning and reproof, but it tells an entirely different
story in a different way. Here is another allegory like
1 — Hunter TI, t). ?P.
^ — Hunter II, cha-^er 3.
c
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Job, only less perfected, as the author trif^-s to r)ut too
much into his tale. Jonah is Israel, entrusted with a
great mission to the »orld. Jonah tries to escar^e the
task and suffers for it. This is rcore oowerful than the
other tale, and, I iraasine, that many folk ^ere strongly
moved "by one or the oth^r of them.
Despite criticism, suggestion, or appeal the
work went on until in Ezra 10:17 he lists the '*'ork as
done in simple, blunt language. Once again Haerar leaves
the tents of Judah and takes Ishmael with her. No agony
of remorse, no aopeals for mercy, nothing could swerve
the relentless ^zra from the Dath of cruelty that he
thought was right. Once ag^in the legalistic won against
the human element in religion. In three months the court
tried many of the high officials and laymen, then we lose
sight of both the idea and Ezra himself.
The first m.oves of the adversaries had failed.
The next wa^ to write to the TTing and appeal for the re-
moval of Ezra, '''e canrot be sure that any such nrotests
went to Susa from. Jerusalem., though Ewald in his History
1
of Israel suggests that possibility. If someone did, it
might well have b^en the officials of the neis-hboring
tribes to whom the wives and children had been returned
1 — Ewald, History of Israel , ^^ol. V,.d. 107.
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so rudely.
On all sides during the dozen or so ye-^rs of si-
lence, ODDOsition and reaction must have set in, ?»nd
finally even ITzra, himself, must h^ve som.etimes doubted
his ov-n policy, "^ut he fbs a zealot and refused to com-
promise or gdmit hip possible error, "^o spve the situation,
esoecially in its outside danger aspects, ^zrs determined
1
to wRll Jerus!=ilera
.
Jerusrilem must hpve its rates shut
against the Gentiles. Thus, ^gain, ^zra jumos into the
limelight of oonular opinion.
Put the plan was not to be of long standing. It
J.
seems that I'egabyzus
,
the man who wen for Artaxerxes the
final great battle o-^ the Fgvntian rebellion, had succeeded
by some means in annexing Svria as an independent state.
Artaxerxes, after two attempts to conouer the rebel, gave
in. This made a dept)erate situation for the followers of
Ezra; for their whiplash of power had come from the Great
King, and now his Do^er "beyond the river" was gone. Al-
most im.mediat ely , the R^imaritans took advantage of the
situation and sent a clever letter to the T^ing. We find
it in ^zra 4:11-16. Strategy underlies every sentence of
this manupcrint and won its noint with Artaxerxes; his
answer forbade the comDletion of the walls. The Samaritans
1 — Hunter IT, p. ^^4 ff.
f
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did not hesitate in tearing down the w?lls and burning
the getes.
Though they went no further in their destruc-
tion, they had not only done the tasV:, but ??lso almost
completely ruined all of "Ezra's orestig-e. Fis "Dower
1
and Docularity fell rith the wpIIs of Jerusplem."
We cannot helo but feel a bit of resnect for
Ezra after this event ,desDit e his oossible mistake. He
might easily have returned to Pabylon and reeained his
former reputation. Put no he remained and fous-ht for
the sr<me princi-oles with the same tenacity, desoite the
slow but sure reversal of his policy. "In this unfal-
tering confidence, during the mo'^ths ^'nd years of activ-
ity arrested, and hooe deferred, ITzra waited in Jerusalem
o
till his d-y should come."
Even those who place ^zra before Nehemiah realize
that "some of the most comolicated oroblems in Hebrew his-
tory as well a? in litera^^v criticism o"^ the Old Testa-
3
ment gather about the books of "i^^zra and NeVieraiah."
4
Some scholars, like H. P. Sm.ith
,
arrive indeoen-
dently at a date which would put both Ezra and Nehemiah
outside of our consideration.
1 -- Hunter II, rs. 9?.
2 — Ibid, o. 98.
3 — ycERdyen, t) . 7c? .
4 — 0. T. History , d. .
5 — 385 ^. C. ff
.
c
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Deeoite a Quite common gpreement upon a date
several years before Nebeniah, such is not all the evi-
dence we possess. In fact, though we resoect the scholar-
shiD behind such vorks as Ev'?ild, Hunter, Ottley, Wade,
McFadyen, and the like, we are moved to comn^ent on the
dearth of actual fact they oresent in this case or the
arguments they bring forward. In truth, most of the
authorities consulted in the section of this paoer just
past have cased their case on the lone arjrument from tra-
dition. Often, this is a stumbliner block to real scholar-
shit), and yet it is often resorted to in order to save
criticism. In this instance we must consider the arguments
of the opposition and then choose our ground.
There are seven original so'^rces, or, at le-st,
seven orimary sources, from which 7'e can gle^'n in-^ormat ion.
In soTP cases the information can be classed as history
1
while others smack of editorial addition and comm^^nt
,
The first source lies in those parts of the book
of Ezra which seem to h^'ve been taken from some record of
lilzra himself. We credit theTi to him because they are
written in the first oerson. '^hey are ^?ra '^i?!, ^8 and
8:1-34
. Oesterley further suggests about Ezra 7:1-10;
1 — Oesterley, ^.CE., A. Fistorv of Israel, Vol. 11, ch. 10.
2 — Oesterley, d. 113.
0
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9:1-10:44; Neherriah 7:7:^b-8:12, 13-18; 9 and possibly 10,
that "In the!^e the narrative is !=ill about Ezra, and he is
always s^^oken of in the third person; but the Chronicler's
hand has been so busy that they must be used rith caution."
The second source lies in the purported permis-
sion of Artaxerxes for ^zra and his group to return to
Israel. It is found in Ezra 7:12-?6. One wonders, as he
reads this document, if it is authentic. Several points
arouse our curiosity or our suspicion. In the first place,
why shovld a powerful and successful TTing have taken so
much interest in a group of his slaves v^hose home is in a
far-off land? It is audacious to even think an Oriental
ruler should show so much interest in his subjects, let
alone his slaves.
But, even if we accepted the possibility of such
an interest, the edict is too strong for wholehearted ac-
ceptance. To appoint a slave as governor of a provir^ce
with pov'er to rule and to put to death those '"ho would not
conform to his desires or religion is far too r.uch for one
to accept.
Further, ho^ did a Persian 7ing know po much of
Jewish custoTis as to have at his tongue's end such phrases
as "cult-personnel", "Nethinim", "freewill offerings",
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"mest offerings", and "dri^.k offerings"' Then he was
RUDTDOsed to be f??mili!^r rith the distinction between
1
driest s ^^nd Levites, sine:ers and oortefs, nnr p.o '"or+h .
Perh9T)s there wgs <^uch sn edict, but "^e c^n fro little
further than the acceptance of the bare possibility of
a permission to return.
The third grouo of oassages C8.n be classed as
the Memoirs of Nehemiah. Here '"e find more ?or)arently
authentic in-^'ormation than in Ezra and some tha''' helDs
us much in this Droblem. We shall include here Iv'^ehe'T^iah
l:l-7:7:^a, 11: l-.*?, 1?:4-31 and -^osf'ibly 10 and ll::^-?6.
Chapters 12:?,7-47 and 1?:!-? aptjear to have core from
the original source but probably were blue penciled by
the comniling editor
.
From these very important passages we turn to
the Temole Records. We find lists which might well have
been cooied from this source in Nehemiah 1^:1-36; iCzra
4:B-27. and 5:1-6, 15. Josephus tells us how carefully
these records were ke':>t, so they were orobably available
to the chronicler.
4
The "Greek Ezra" corrects m.any of the errors
1 — O'^'Pterley, d. 11*^.
S — Oesterley, p. 11".
3 — "Ag-^inet Aoion" , fo^jn" in •^.irtton, '^m. , The wgi-ks of
^iHvius Josenhus
.
Vul
. TI, p. 404 ff.
4 — I have not consulted this source.
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of the Ezra Nehemiah .
We gain much assistance likewise from, the re-
cently discovered lllephantine Papyri which will be men-
tioned in more detail in the l»Bt Df^rt of this r>qT)er.
The l?=>st section named is the v-ork of Joseohus .
This, however, gives us little authentic information be-
3
yond that which we find in the canon itself ,
From these sources we can erain the his+orv of
the middle century, and they will also aid us in T)lacing
Ezra in our chronological table. As we have said, both
the original chronicler and many authors advance the
theory of Ezra's first arrival on the scene; there are
strong arguments of a different nature.
4
In the first ulace, Oesterley points out, if
they were contemnoraries , there must have been two gover-
nors over Tsmel at -t-he same time and both in Jerusalem.
Though that is nossible, it is not very orobable that
such wap the case. It is true that it has been su^p-ested
c
that they worked together, but in som.e cases they took
independent action which two men would not likely have
done under such a du?^l e-overnment as is proposed.
1 — Oeyterley, o. 11" ff
.
^ — see biulio^-ranhy
.
"
— Crcterley, o . 114.
4 — Cecterley, r>. 115.
b — (i.e. mixed n-arriages)
.
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Again it is interesting to note that the very
passages in ^'hich the cooneration is mentioned are the
passages which benr all the ear marlcs of being etiitor's
notes . Nehemiah 8:9 tells of Neheraiah taking part in
Ezra's reading of the Law. If Nehemiah did take part in
this momentous ceremony, why did he never mention it in
his memoirs*'' In the rjreek T'ext, th'^ name Nehemiah does
not apoe-^r. In !7eheraiah 10:1, it anoears and again in
15: "6, but both statements are challenged. And even if
these three nassae-es are accented, there still remains
the doubt based upon the fact that tv;o men vith the
same goal, working at the same tim.e, wou^d surely have
something to say about each other in their memoirs, in-
stead of just three isolated statements.
Another stumbling block to the traditional
view lies in the two descriotions of Jerusalem, '^hen
2
Nehemiah arrived he found : "th^^ city was ^J-'ide and larpe;
but the Deoole \vere few therein, pnd the houses were not
3
builded." When '^zra arrived he found a lare^e multitude
of peoole. Tf they were cortemporaries , how could this
take place? If ^zra cr^me first, where did the oeoole go
before the arriv^'l of Nehemiah? ^he logical answer, it
1 — Oesterley, n. 115.
? — Nehemiah 7:4.
3 — Ezra 10: 1.
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woTj Lrt seem, that Neherr.iah cprre about a ceners-t- ion before
Ezra. Another small but conclupive argument is fonnd in
Ezra 9:9 whpre he states that the walls are built, and
again in 4:1^^ the walls are finished, "^rther, Nehemiah
1
?:1 calls Eli^shib the Hierh Priest, wlii le Ezra lived
2
during the time of Jehohanan, the son of Fliashib .
This last evidence is further us^d, when in
the fi^st and second Elephantine Pa-nyri , we find the
date of Jehohanan of Jerusalem as 408.
Thus, the Artaxerxes of Nehemiah 's day was Arta-
jerxes I who rules from 464-434 P. C, while Ezra came
under the order of Artaxerxes II who ruled from 404-359
. C. Using these figures, v'e comnute Ezra's date as
?97 C. three years beyond the end of the fifth
century. We arp sorry to lose him, but wp shall con-
sider him again, briefly, to^«'arr the close of the th^^sis.
In support of this stand we have taken we have
Oesterley, o"!' course, '^hen we are corroborated by r^r.
4 5
Leslie in the Chronology of the Old Testament
.
Barton
D
dates the coming of Ezra as 3P8 ^. C. Peritz states
1 — Ezra 10:6.
? — Oesterley, n. 117, suggests "grandson".
3 — Oesterley, o. 117.
4 — Abi^g-con Pible romTi^ntary
,
p. 11'^.
5 — P"! 37P
.
6 — "P. ^BO.
c
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the case as follows: "In the Chronicler's view
Ezra appeprs first on the scene, and is also the last to
disappear. Put on a critical examination of the dp.ta it
ar)oe?^rs that this prominence of the Driest over the lay-
men is due to the manner in which the materi?»l itself
has been arranged, and that it is contrary to indications
which the material itself furnishes and to historic Droh-
1 2
ability." He dates T?!zra as 397 B. 0. Kent tells us that
those who hold to the date of 458 are forc^^d to list the
exoedition as a failure. He further says the earlier date
is "not only highly imnrobabli^, but practically impossible".
He then substantiates most of the evidence presented al-
ready in this paper. It vould apoear that we should close
the s-at) and consider that Nehemiah is the second character
to appear on the stare of the fifth century following imme-
diately uoon the steps of J/alachi. To him we turn.
3.) Neherr.ieh.
In 444 or 445 H. C, another character ascended
the bright trail of the stars and again the pages turn
to a brighter and haooier chapter of Jewish history.
Nehemiah was born a Jew, but by environment he was a
1 — Peritz, r>. 262.
2 — Kent, History Je-^inh People
,
"Pabylonia.n, Persian
and Greek Periods", o. 197.
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Persian. No one knows ho"' this man came to the court of
the TTing. All we know is that in him we find another eT
ample of a Jew who, through oerseverance
,
oersonality,
and pov'er, reached an enviable position in the court of
the caotive nation. His task was cupbearer, and his in-
fluence was great. We can be clad that the m.emoirF. of
his early history were oreserved. In no other book of
the Old Testament is the character of the author so
cle'^irly stamped as h^re. Surely it will always hold a
uniaue -oosition in Jewish history. Here is s m.an with
every opportunity to develoo his ego. Here is a situa-
tion of which a lesser man would have taken advantage
for his own personal gain. Here were influences which
would tend to make him. frivilous and unreal, instead we
find him. natural, brave, and unselfish. "The Kinp had
1
no trustier servant; Israel, no m.ore devoted son,"
Nehemiah is an examole of what the exile did for many
Jews and a portrait of th^ -first layman who gave all he
had to his nation and his church.
The first chanter of his story tells us of the
coming of a grouo from Jerusalem to bee* his aid. They
arrived in the summer of 444 or 445 and told him their
pitiful tale. In the East, one must always show a happy
1 — Hunter II, 102.
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countenance before the court. For months, tho^rh "brooding
in silence, sorrowing in the privacy his own room, he
kept his secret to himself. Then, one day Artaxerxes sf^w
for a second behind the mask of haooiness and demanded an
1
explanation. Despite a fear of the consequences , he told
his story. The plea for oermission to leave, which fol-
lowed the tale, was granted with the reservation that
Nehem.iah should return after a certain period of time.
As soon as possible, he left for Jerusalem, carry-
ing with him not only permission to rebuild the w^^lls, but
the governorship of Judah and many othpr concessions of
value. He met opposition, but he ^'as a man who knew men
and could win them to his side. ^rrom three outside sources,
at least, and from, the inside came difficulties, but the
master gentleman could cope with them all with patience,
calmness, and resourcefulness.
His first stroke of genius cam.e in his s.rrival.
No one knew who he was for three days. Indeed, he completed
his inspection of the walls by night that he might see what
was to be done before he took anyone into his confidence.
Satisfied with his inspection he assumed his
position as pekah without pomp or ceremony. Still he let
time pass before bringing forward his pronosal, while he
1 — Nehemiah 2:1.
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studied the peonle with whom he was to deal. He won their
respect and loyalty by ruling and keeping the promise th?t
neither he nor his suite should cost thp citizens sine-le
1
shekel
.
Then, with an aprjeel of nntionsl pride he sold
to them the oropositlon of rebuilding the walls. T^^ow the
plan was out, outside and inside opoosition would arise,
speed was at a premium. Fired labor was out of the ques-
tion. Further the wall must all be built at once and of
equal strength. To do this the leader divided the wall
area in sections and assie'ned each section to a grout) to
build. Each was thus bound in honor and patriotism not
to let his work get behind any other. "Fach group had
their task to do which would ever stand not only as a
protection to the city but also a monument to itself.
The North ^ind brings taunts and jeers from the
Gentiles. Undaunted and unafraid the rork goes on. '^he
governors of the North are surnrised; they are angry, and
they olan to unite and attack the workers. At first,
Nehemiah relied on his mandate from the TTine-. That failing
he took the sword to orotect the hal"^-f ini shed ^^-all. His
very audacity nut heart in his people, and, for the first
t
time since the fall "of the kingdom, they revived their
1 — Nehemiah 5:14 .^nr' 15.
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warlike enere-y, r>ut their backs to the wall anc" orepared
to fight.
This was a ner tactic "^or the Jews, and open
battle was too near treason to the King to be palatable
to the advancing hordes. So we find the danger past and
the work being resumed, but under military orders. All
men worked with their svord by their side, sentinels were
posted by day and Wehemiah and his guards watched by
night. It was a thrilling experience for these people,
who for so loT^g had been the doormat for surrounding
tribes. Probably "the wopi^p of toil and Deril did more
to raise the character of the Jewish neoDle than all the
i
decades since the return -from exile." National self-
resoect was returning, aft*=r so long smouldering. Trust
in Ood and self-reliance had von a battle without blood-
shed. What a lesson they learned.'
Walls were not all l^ehemiah built in those days.
He built men; he built a nation; and then they came to
him with their social Question, told the story of the
injustices of class wealth and distinction they
wanted bread, and their story wss as old as time, and
the truth of it echoes through the hills and valleys of •
the present day. The great heart heard the call. His
1 — Hunt-r II, p. 147.
6
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own life was one from which he could soegk with honesty.
FlR own private fortune had dirciniRhec. He had given
to the ooor. He had aided the state unasked —— and now
he sought, in others, the spme action in the n^me of Ood.
Either throug:h h-^nest desire or cowering fe-r, the rich
followed his lead, and the second task was accomplished
with "but one threat to those ^ho did not keer> their
promise .
From this point the popularity of Nehemiah was
unquestioned in the common people, but one does not doubt,
who has a semblance of knowledge of human nature, that
the ha.tred amone: the higher classes did not abate. It
must have gained in momentum as their profits were
wrenched from their graso. ''^ow the wall was comnleted;
the doors Tere yet to be hung, when more trouble anneared.
This ne^ attack was arainst ^^ehemiah and him. alone a
comoliment of the highest order. The enem.ies wanted a
o
friendlv conference with the new erovernor
. It was re-
fused. Then an open letter came speaking of rumors and
inviting him to vi^^it the writer and deny them. Again he
4
refused and openly denounced the methods used
. Then they
tried to intimidate the leader but to no avail. Then a
1 — N-'hemiah 5: If, i:^
.
2 — Nehemiah 6:3, 4.
3 — WoV/^jv^iph 6:5-7.
4 — Nehen-iah 6:B, ^.
5 — K"ent, n. 173.
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letter came to cease building, but work was done, and
there was no order to tear down; thus, the wall was com-
1
pleted after fifty-two days
. This period of time seems
almost incredible thouch Hunter holds that it w^s ooe-
3
sible. Ewald suggests an error in translation. Graetz
supposes the fifty-two d^ys are from the interruption
just mentioned. Joseohus sufr^ests the time was two years
and four months. At any rate, though we cannot settle
the date, the wall was completed. Once again, they had
faith in Ooc? and themselves.
Nehemiah made the Levites the guards of the
gates and planned out for therr. the details of their
duties, perhaps, with his departure in view.
The new wall followed the lines of the old, but
it did not enclose 10,000 citizens, while the old walls
4
housed some 50,000 . The next task was to people Jerusalem.
As Nehemiah invites others into the city we can
well iraae-ine that only those were elisrible who had no
taint of Gentile blood in them, "^very tenth man on whom
the lot fell must either move into the Holy City or find
a substitute.
1 — Nehemiah 6: 15.
2 — Hunter, p. 170.
3 — History, "^ol.
,
d. 1p7.
4 — II Kiners S4:14.
cc
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Then this ^vrs done, they dedicated the 'A-alls.
About 4:7? ^. C. Nehemiah's permission apoarently
ran out and he returned to the Court of Artaxerxes after
his twelve years stay in Judah. "After certain days" he
received the royal Permission to return to Jerusalem. The
first visit seems to have been mainly interested in build-
ing walls and building men. In this second visit, Nehemiah
appears as a. religious reformer, much of which is lost to
1
us. We do have four subiects considered .
Apparently during his absence, short as it may
have been, a foreigner had been accepted into the Temple
and there took part in the service and even lived within
the confines of ^he Temole itself. Herein, we see human
nature in the raw. Van will, for soroe reason, revert to
his lowest tendencies as soon as outward pressure is re-
moved. Here we find the Jers returning to friendly re-
lations with the heathen neighbors upon th^ departure of
Nehemiah for Persia, '^he first task was the cleansing of
the chamber occupied by Tobiah, and the reorganisation of
the separatist policy.
In the second place, he reemphasizes the neces-
sity of the giving of the rhole tithe which has been
1 — Oesterley, p. 1?7
.
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1 2
neglected
.
Ag'ain he zealously urges Sabbath Observance
and, finally, he talks e bit on mixed marriages . It is
interesting to note, however, that Nehemiah does not in-
sist on divorce of Jews from their foreign vives, but
orders against future repetition of the act on the part
of the younger generations.
With this four-fold task accomplished, ^'e lose
sight of the layman with suddenness '^hich is startling,
^e cannot even conjecture what happened to him, how long
he stayed in Judah, ^heth^r he went back to Persia or any-
other such idea. We just lose him, a? far as this genera-
tion is concerned.
"Our study of the character of the Jude*7n com.-
munity has demonstrated conclusively that the chief im-
4
oetus to reform must have come from without," srys JTent.
Thus, "^^hen Nehemiah had comoleted his many-sided work,
the Judean community was, for the first time in its his-
tory ready to give heed to the law book ^hich ""^zra and
the consecrated Jev^s of the dist)ersion brought in their
5
hand s .
"
1 — Nehemiah 13:10-14.
2 — Nehemiah 13:15-2?.
3 — Nehemiah 13:^3-27.
4 — Kent, History of the Jewish People , d. 193.
5 — Ibid, p. 194.
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Comparatively few facts are at h^nd from the
close of the era of Neheraiah until the coming- of Ezra in
397. Neither sacred or secular historians have given us
a great de^l of information concerning this importait
period. However, this is not strange in either case.
One could not well expect secular historians to soend
much time discussing such a small provi^-ce of so great
an empire. Neither could one exoect so -nroud s people
as the Jews to record in detail the harDoenin^rs in so dark
a period of their history.
We will note hut three points in closing an his-
torical survey. We know that "lillia.shib , the high oriest,
at the time of Nehemiah, was opposed to the reforms he
instituted. Thus, we can well supDose that the reforms
of Nehemiah did not last long after he left the stage.
'^e also k^ow that Jehohanan became hich oriest in Jerusa-
1
lem in 411 . He was in that office when Ezra arrived,
and the conditions were bad enoue-h then. Thus we assume
the Church heloed little in the readjustment of Israel.
We also know that ^oeroas was governor of Judah about 407
since sere of the aopeals of the "TeryT^t ian Jpws were ad-
Cj
dressed to him
.
1 — Leslie, n. 112.
2 — A further discusi^ion follows — see ''!'let5hant 1 ne Papyri.
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Thus closes the history of the 'f'ifth century.
Much has happened in the few years of which we have
record. One wonriers wh^t took place from 500-460 and
from 430-400. Just yet we do not know.
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III. Jewish Literature crested in the period.
A. Literature fro'^i Palestine.
1. Historic Literature.
It will not TDay us to stay long in this section
of the literature created" within Palestine of a historical
nature for v^e have already coneic^ered ouite at length the
problem of "^zra and Nehemiah. '"e have seen what sections
of Neheraiah and ^zra are historical originals and what
added parts might well oe edited originals. The rest we
will have to ouestion, if not discard, as historical
materi?=>l. In accepting this material here we mig-ht add
n
the conclusions of Creelman which agree insofar as the
original personal memoirs are concerned. Fe further
suggests tha*- the rest is the work of the Chronicler and
may he either based on history or or^'l tradition, ^''nless
r>erts of Chronicles were written at this time, ^hich is
doubtful, these are only two historical works of the
period
.
2. Pro one tic Lit erc-iture
.
a. M^lachi.
We have already discussed this "'^ronhet and set
1 — Section IT, division A - ?.
2 — I
. 0. T. , n. ?01.
3 — I.e. II Ch-^^nirles o6:S?-?3 etc.
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his date at 460, cls.ssifying him as the first proDhet
of the fifth century. We also considered him, "briefly,
as his writing- touched on the history of the period.
Malachi, or better, "The Messenger", v-^s not
what we would call one of the greater of the pronhets.
We read enough in his short message to as-^ure us that
he held many of the conventional opinions of his time.
He is a ritualist from start to finish. He advocates
divine hatred of Edom as do the Jews of his day. Yet
±
he tells the story of a universal God .
Perhans there is a reason for this oractical
idealism. It may be possible that there is a good
psychology in this ne"- int eroretat ion of the religious
need of the hour. He saw, as oth'^rs must have seen, that
all the pre-exilic orophecy had really failed to bring
the goal toward which they battled with all their oowers
of oersuasion. The people had refused to respond to the
appeals to a better life. Perhans, then, the unknown
proohet was wise in quietly teaching- few ideas instead
of radically consigning everything to 9heol.
He ooens by stating the love of Yahwah for Israel.
The oeople are not so sure for they cannot see the action
1 — ifPlRchi 1:11.
c
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of that love. In proof, Malachi offers the destruction
1
of Edom, the arch-enemy of the J'^ws . "^ut what did
Israel do in return? They answered vith ingratitude, es-
2
pecially the nriests , who acted as if God were not there.
They even allow impure sacrifice to be offered, and then
expect to see love of Ood . That won't do. You must either
give God the best or g-et out. Then he opens with a univer-
sal statement ^i^hich brands him truly a orophet as he ssys
that even the Gentiles offer better sacrifices to "Vahweh
than the J-^ws. In so doing, he recognizes all heathen wor-
shio as nraise to one God - Yahweh,
He goes on to discuss what will hannen to thpse
religious leaders
. Their blessings shall be turned to
curses. Then in contrast he lists the characteristics
of the ideal pri?=st. Tn so doinr, he hopes to show the
people the true faults of their leaders.
Valachi now turns to the laymen, for they, too,
have a responsibility to Yahweh. He feels that they c»n
hardly exoect to see the love of God when they have wives
4
who worshio heathen gods . He even go^s so far as to
pronhesy that the^e men shall lose not only their God
1 -- I'alachi 1:^-5.
2 — Malachi 1:6-14.
3 — Mr. la.Chi 2:1-9.
4 — Malachi 2:10-16.
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but also their civil p>nd relip-ioup rig-tits . The Rin was
not only in the marrying, but the divorcing of their
Hebrew wives who lived with them so long. "The life
2
of the tv'o is one and dies if sundered by divorce."
He moves then to ?=< criticism of the popular cyni-
3
cism and doubt
. The peoole don't believe there is a God
of justice well, says Malachi, he'll core soon enough,
much to your chagrin. He suggests folk may not fear their
God now, but they will when the doom strikes them..
Fis second oopuler criticism in this section lies
in the people's failure to nay their tithes. They have
never changed they have always robbed God and then
they have the audacity to expect God to love them. If
they would only repent and pay their tithes, Jehovah would
send the rain aerain, and they would be so prosuerous all
A
•X
nations would envy them
.
He comforts those' who are losing ho^e because the
wicked seem to be the only orosperous ones in the nation.
He assures them that God. knows, and their nam.es are re-
corded with their deeds. The judgment day will right all
5
these wrongs
.
1 — ^erse 1?.
2 — T'cFadyen, J.E., in Abingdon Comrentary, d. 8?5.
3 — Malachi ^:17 - ?;5.
4 — Malachi ^5:6-12.
5 — Malachi Z:^7> - 4:3.
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He closes with an aT)r)epl to follow th^ Ibt of
1 2
Moses or expect destruction . T'his is the only reference
to Moses' law in the Proohets.
b. Obadiah.
The author supposes that the reader wonders why
this prophet is not listed, discussed, or even mentioned
in the history of the fifth century ss here written. It
is beCBUse he is not satisfied with the historicity of the
3
character. There are "thirteen persor^s bearing the name
Obadiah, mentioned in the Old '^''^stament , but we cannot
identify the author of this book with any of them." These
4
few verses have bpen, ssys Bennett
,
subject to much con-
troversy. It would seem that there are two ooints in the
twenty-seven verses of the document which c-'^use the most
trouble. The most direct historical reference, says
5
Creelraan
,
comes where the author speaks of the treacherous
conduct of ^dom when sorre foreign power conquered Jerusalem,
They apparently not only enjoyed the idea, but even took
part in the plunder and hindered the fugitives in their
S
escape . There are foi^r occasions that could be so
1 — Malachi 4:4-6.
2 — Tennett, T.H.
,
'^he Pel, of the ?ost-T^7ilic ^rcDhets .
o. 88 - 102.
3 — ''^atPion, ^.0., Qbqd igh , in Abirp-oo" Cormentpry, d. 784.
4 — Bennett, ^.F. , '^ne Rel. of P. E. P . , p. 86, 87.
5 — I. 0. ^ .
,
p. "^1^
.
6 — Obaciph 13 * 14
.
•4
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referre(i to, but scholars almost unanimonplv agree th??t
the event sr>oken of is the sacicing of Jerus?3lem by
X
Nebuchadnezzar in 586. "'^y a b^^re orocess of elirrination
this would out the prophecy as exilic or post-exilic.
But the other problem rises in the discovery that verse
lb to 5 is almost the sarre as parts of Jeremiah 49: 7-^??.
The ounstion raised here is whether Cbadieh cuoted from
Jeremiah, Jeremiah ouoted from Obadiah, or whether they
both had access to the same source. Who c^n answer? In
II Chronicles ?8:17 pnd IT Fings lo:6 we he^^r of an at-
tack on Judah. Perhaps that is the date of the proohecy
from which they both misrht have ouoted. I would not ad-
vance it as a theory, though, because it is a guess at most.
3ome scholars feel that the section from 5-7
implies the"*- Edom is finding her just rewarr' for this
treacherous attitude toward Judah in the trouble she is
having with a former ally. Creelman suggests that this
belief would raise strong grounds to date this proohecy
during the exile.
There is one more instance of question. The
latter part of the book is apocalyptic, end its point of
1 — Soelled ^Te'buchadrezzar by so*r;e modern scholars. We
have used the "n" as found in ^ h^^ oloer translations
of the canon.
2 — P. 212.
4
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view seems to imoly a date rather late in the oost-exilic
1
era .
So, thoiiprh this short book is concerned almost
entirely with '^dom, its disoosition is a problem. Tt
might be either three seoarate oropheciss out together
"by later editors or one oroohecy written at a nost-exilic
date.
'^here is sn assistance to a study in the critical
schol^^rship which considers Jeremiah 49 an editorial ad-
dition which would out it much later than 604 P. C. Thus
it could be easily copied from Obadiah. Agsin, some
authors feel th^t Joel copied from Obadiah, thup putting
the prophecy we ?r" discussing before the beginning of
the fourth century. Another fairly recent development
is the noting of the similarity between Falachi and
Obadiah.
It is almost imoossible to gain a concensus of
opinion among the authorities in the field despite the
comments just made. Each author has his own interpretation
of the data that is common property. However, if we leave
the ouestion of whether 10-14 was written at +he time of
the event, or was retold for a lone: time before it was
finally written, as a oroblem we cannot solve, we can
1 — "Yatson, Abin^.c^on Comrr.entary
, o. 784.
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well date the rest at ??bout 460 or, at le?3st, between 460
and 400 ^. C.
Since we assert that Obadiah is a oroduct of the
Fifth Century, ^e shall study the teaching* for a few
moments.
Upon first reading, one feels that here i s an
outburst of hate and not a religious document at all.
Vengeance is not an uncommon desire of ancient minds, but
it ?7as hardly the only idea of a Dror)het, even when pro-
1
phecy wes in its decline. 0. A. Smith gives us a very
fine discussion of Israel's attitude. It i^ the same,
he says, as the situation between Jacob and "t-^sau: on the
one hand high ideals and on the other immediate interests
on the one hand ^ relic-ious nation of the highest sort,
while on the other a tyoically irreligious nation.
"Obadiah' s eyes wer« too full to see, his heart
toobitter to feel, that th« heathen m.ust be included in
God's purposes of mercy; but he did believe, that, in
SDite of all aooearances, God is sovereign and ultim.ately
2
the kingdom must be the Lord's." Here is the first step
toward Jesus' famous words "Father forgive them". It
falls far short, it i?^ true, but the sten is taken. Put
1 — The Pook of the '^^elve
,
Fxpositor's ^ible, Vol. I.
2 — W^itsun, I^i'^, -o. 755.
cc
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j"ust what does the book hold? T'hpre btp three divisions
as we have noticed ebove.
1
The condemnation of Edom is backed ud with
knowledge of their cominpr trouble ^hich is either common
knowledge or a oronhecy based on appearances, "^hey fall
o
thus because of their hostility to Jerusf^lem when it
was destroyed. Thus ^dora gets just what she gave. This
3
calls out a r)rophecy of inverted order. The day of Zion
shall come, when Israel shall reign supreme, and Jehovah
shall rule.
4
c. "^ri to-Isaiah .
The first steu in the division of the book of
Tsaiah caused a break at the end of chapter 39. At the
beginning of chapter 40, we are in a new world and we see
the work of a new author. This is almost generally ac-
cepted and almost as universally dated during the exile
as we have seen and discussed in the introduction of this
paper.
The n-^xt sten is one in which the authorities
disagree. It was first considered that +he sa^e author
wrote the ^hole of 40-56, adding 56-66 after the exile.
1 — Obadi^n 1-9.
2 — Obar"i-.h 10-14.
3 — OV>>;ci'-'h lb-?l.
4 — Chapters 56-60.
f
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1
Koenig and others still hold to thiP theory. Again
Ct
Bennett sug"e*est9 that it might be that thepe T)a8R?)ge8
gT«e ore-^xiMc in 0Tie"in, probably conied or Cuoted by
Second Isaiah.
This hardly seems sufficient. As one reads
into chapter 56, there "comes the impression of a great
break in circumstance, tone, ?^nd color. The break with
3
the high tone of chaoter 55 is sudden and unmistakable."
The change dc^s not, in i + sel-P, Drove that more
4
than one author wrote. "Professor Wildman made the state-
ment concerning ^zekiel in a rhetorical puestion thus:
"Couldn't a Tan have more than one idea." A number of
scholars feel th^t way about Isaiah and credit the origi-
5
nal proDhet with this section ,
6
Driver sees a division point between 39 and 40
with the rest of the book "the Great Prophecy of Israel's
I
Restoration." Fe supports this thesis with an aopeal,
first, to internal evidence, and then to language and
style, and last to the theology and thought. TTis "'hole
1 — L). 3?5.
2 — biblical Intro.-uc^ion
,
n. 1^*4; cf. "^^nnett, "'.F.,
Th.^ P^l. of the ^oqt-t.--xllic 'Proohets
.
p. 103 ff
.
3 — Rcfrers, R.'?., Isaiah , in Abir^c-don Ooinmcntary
,
p. 668.
4 — P . F. S. T. , 19L^3
.
5 — cf. "^leek, Fr
.
, Intro^uut ion to the 0. T.
6 — Isaiah, Life ^ '^i'-,--^ , ch. Ill, * T^river, S. P.,
Introduction to th^ Literature of the 0. T. . p. PI30 ff
7 — Is^iPh. Li^--- ^ TlT.es , d. 185.
4
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thesis is found in "these chanters form a continuous
TDrophecy dealin.^ throupihout with the common theme" quoted
above
. He divides the Droohecy into three parts.
Thfi first includes 40-49 and the nroohet is
interested in showing the certainty of the coming re-
lease. Israel will be released to teach the rorld true
religion.
The second division includes 49-59, end he ex-
horts folk to be TBPidv for this ne^^ task. And in the
2
third
,
he Pictures the ideal Zion. It seems unnecessary
to consider this idea or the croup of scholars who follow
Driver farth'^r, for the reason th'*t they accept the
thought without argument. They assert and do not supply
proof. I certainly would not minimize the work they have
done in making the first division, but thpy did not go
far enough, it would seem.
Vodern scholarship has massed evidence to sug-
gest a Dost-exilic date for what Duhm called "Trito-Isaiah.
3
From references to the Temple
,
one would believe that
this prophecy ^-as written after 516 ^. C; then there is
more reference to such religious institutions as
1 — Int^odi-ct ion to Lit, of the 0. T.
.
p. ?30.
2 — Cnaotcrs 60-36.
3 — Isaiah 56:7: 60:7: 6?: 9: f^nd 65:11: 66:6.
f
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,
sacrifice
,
the priesthood
,
the Sabbath
,
etc., than we
find in Second Isaiah. One misrht go on ouoting passages
which would illustrate the ooint, for there are many
oassasres which fairly shout their origin as nost-exilic.
That we may move forwprd to othpr fields let us
suggest tha."^ most, if not all, of this section was created
sometime after the return from "li^xile. The temple has been
built, and services have been held long enough to have
oractices creep in v^'iich we^^e not generally acceoted, and
thus caused minor discussion. Tf we study the intricate
4
details of the Hebrew used
,
we will oase the period of
Haggai and Zechariah and find the olace for our prophet
about the middle of the fifth century.
The oroohecy onens rather weakly with a discus-
sion of the ennuchs and the strangers, or proselytes. The
first group have no future for they have no families,
Isaiah would build a monument for th'^m if they keot the
law and the Sabbath. The second group of outcasts are
5
those stranrrers who are living in Jerusalem . They need
not worry, for Jehovah shall not forget them, orovided
they follow the Jewish law and custom.
1 ~ Isaiah BP.:?; 60:7; P.^:^; ^f^:?0.
2 — Is-^iah cr?:'^l 61:?.
r. — Is-inh 56:?, 6,; 5S:13f; 66: '^S.
4 — Rogers, H.^.
,
Ibid, o. 658.
5 — Isaiah 1:6-8.
f
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From here he launches into a furious attack on
1
the leaders of Jerusalem and all Israel . The nation is
full of idolatry, and the leaders are blind to it. Vot
only that, but also their very incomoetence and igcncrance
leaves the nation defenseless. Having* satisfied his
anfrer he moves on to the idolatrous oarty itself . He
seems to know exactly to whom he is talking, but do
not know just who comprised this grouo unles^: it was
those Jews and Samaritans who remained in Palestine after
58S. Put there is hone for all those who love the Lord
3
and forsake their idols
.
In chapters 58 and F)^, he deals with methods.
The first necessity is the cutting out of mere mechanical
fasts. It is far better to abstain from onnressing +he
4
weak, and care for the unfortunate
.
A^rain, he appeals
K
to keeo the Sabbath .
6
Sin is a barrier between God and man
,
but God
7.
is willing to destroy that barrier
.
When he does, Jeru-
salem ?7ill be the seat of future glory where all the
1 — Isaiah 5«:9-P:9.
^ — Isaiah 57:?-l?a.
3 — Isaiah 57:l?b-Pl.
4 — Isaiah 58: 1-1^
.
5 ippio-h 58:1?-14.
6 — Isai^^h 5°: 1-8.
7 — Isaiah 5Q:9-?1.
r
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1
nations will march to Zion . Then in the last three
chaoters, he rises to new heie:hts and lights the light
2
of a true philosophy of religion.
d. Tsaiph 34 pnr 35.
Here is another passage which seems foreign to
the writings of Isaiah. Mot only is the chane-e apparent
in the thought construction of the document, but even in
the language used and the attitude toward history. Here
are the words of an unknown prophet most- assuredly written
after the ITxile in 586; perhaps even after the return in
537.
The author gives us some clues to the date. In
the first place, he expresses severe hostility toward ''^dom,
which must be pointing to a date as late as the "P'xile.
From the destruction of Jerusalem in 5B6, Israel never
forgave "^dom.
Again, the promise and picture of the restoration
of the exiles dates it, at least, after the exile began.
There is a similarity of writing and expression
between these two chapters and the worVs of Deutero and
Trito Isaiah and o+hers. One would surmise that the
1 — Chanters 59-64.
2 — Chaoters 54-SB.
3 — Chaoter 34.
4
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interpretation given here would nlpce the work in the
period of the exile. However, the last statement of
comnarison of ideas refutes that suppest ion, desoite
the fact that the author forecasts the return of the
exiled peoples.
1
Scholars apree, in P'^rt, at least, to olace
this work in the last half of the fifth century, ner-
haps near th'= mid<^le f450).
Thus we close the oroDhetic resume of the fifth
century, leaving Joel as the beginning- of the fourth and
out of our jurisdiction.
3. Cultic, Devotional, and Poetic Literature.*
The Psalms are themselves a sufficient field for
study in such a thesis as this. It is imoossible to
broaden our discussion here to consider all the aspects
of this type of literature. There is little doubt that
prophecy had the most to do v;ith the life of Israel, but,
after the exile and the rebuilding of the Temple, '^e
have every reason to believe that hymn-singing took a
close second place. On thp one hand, if oronhecy repre-
sents the voice o-*^ i^rod to man, songs are the resoonse of
1
man to God ,
1 — Sanday, "Pible" in gncvclooedia of Pel. ^ Ethics
^
. p. 567.
4
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"It ie generally allowed among 01"^ ^'estament
Scholars that the Psalter was the hymn book of the post-
exilic Jewish community. As such, it proDerlv belongs
1
to that oeriod." Thus, since it is a practically end-
less task, if not an impossible one, to date each indi-
vidual psalm and construct its author, we shall consider
the many documents as the Hymn ^ook of the ner Temple.
This book of sone-s contains "the religion of
Israel at its greatest deoth and its most oassionate in-
tensity." It is generally as'reed that soners were an
3
early heritae-e of the human race. Barton tells us that
4
"poetry and music began before Adam died." Eiselen sug-
gests that "Hebrew ooetry reaches back to the most ancient
5
recol'' ect ions of the people of Israel", and Fent adds
that this was also true of oth-^r nations of antiouity.
Israel had prophets, and the influence on her life is a
matter of history. She also had those who Dut the pro"ohetic
insight into song. "The Psalter, representing as it does
close to a thousand ye^^rs of Israel's history, mny bp viewed
as a transcriot of the heart life of the Hebrew peonle.
1 — Creelman, p. 68.
2 — Leslie, E.A., Abingdon Commentary, p. b09.
3 — P'^rton, W.E., The Po^lr.s and Th^ir Story . Vol. I, p. 9.
4 — ^iselen, F.C., The Psal-ns ann 0th "r Sp,ered Tritin^-s . n. 11
5 — Fent, C.F., The ?ong-s. Hv-'ns ^nd Prayerg of the Old
"^^TPm^nt
,
o . o
.
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Coming from a vast variety of individuals it is a
mirror of the life of the soul, not of Israel, merely, but
of humanity. It is the noblest book of devotion known to
1
men.
"
To attemot to take these son|?R from th^ whole
lyric literature of the Jews will spoil the trend of devel-
opment. But, even thPt ^*"ill not suf'^ice. ^e must consider
them in only two ways, in this thesis: as a hymn book of
the second Tem^ple; and, in detail, those psalms which are
the products of the fifth century.
The s*^me difficulty arises, at once, that we dis-
covered in the dating of Ezra, and that we shall again dis-
dover in the dating: of the final compilation of the law.
Certainly the organization into a definite form did not
come before the return from the exile. Sanda.y insists that
..."In reference to the date the consensus of
opinion among Old Testament scholars today is that" no
grouping of the osalm.s "is earlier than the Restoration,
2
i.e. the Persian Period."
We can readily assume that such a statement as
Sanday's does not tell the rhole story. There was a temole,
t
and there "as tem^ple vorship before the exile. We know
1 — Leslie, E.A., from Abinrdcn Ccn^'^ntary , x) , 509.
2 — Creelman, p. ???9.
5 — See Creelman, 1 . 0 . T .
,
ft>r further ^etails.
t4
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that there were aongs written before the exile, and we
can well surmise th^t the editors of the final hymn book
for use in the second TemDle made use of previous col-
T
a.
lections. Dr. Leslie gives us eight constructive steps
in the develor)raent of the psalter, "'e ouote:
1. The comoilation of a Davidic collection
with a doxology at the close, 3-41.
2. The compilation o+' a second Davidic col-
lection with a doxology at the close, 51-72.
3. The compilation of a collection entitled^
"of Asa-Dha", Drobably a e-uild of TemDle singers,*-"
50, 73-83.
4. The compilation of a collection entitled
"of the *=5ons of ^orah", perhaps used in the temple
of Dan, 43-49.
5. The redaction of an '^lohistic Psalter,
4^-83, out of osalms th^t were derived from the
second, third, and fourth collections.
6. The Elohistic Psalter was enlargeri by the
addition of 84-89.
7. The compilation of a collection entitled
"Song of the Ascents", 1<!0-134.
8. The compilation of 90-150 around these
"Songs of the Ascents" and other similar collections.
• When we have this information as a background, and
when we realize how many of the songs are pre-exilic and
individual in origin, ^e can return to th° statement of
1 — " Introc^uction to the "Psnlms" in Abing-^on Comr^entpry,
p. 510.
2 — Pethel is sug?"ested by J . P. Peters ap the TetDle in
phich they ^''ere used.
4.
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Sunday, ouoted above. To that we shall add Dr. Leslie:
"In every case in their loresent arrane-ement
,
they have
1
been collected and edited for the poet-exilic neriod."
2
Barton suggests that the first collection of
Davidic osalms was made in th^ reign of Fezekiah. He
bases his evidence on the statement in II Chronicles ?^9:30,
"Moreover, Hezekiah, the king, and the princes commanded
the Levites to sing praises unto Jehovah, with the words
of David and of AsRoh, the seer". This, Barton s?5ys,
"probably records the first crude beginnings of the Hebrew
hym.n book."
T'h'^ second collection he pieces in the reign of
Josiah and includes in these two collections most of which
we h^ve listed above in four.
The rest he places at the time of the second
Temole which wo^^ld Dlace the final construction of an in-
clusive hyrr.n book within our century.
W. R, Smith ulaces 1-41 at the time of Ezra -
Nehemiah, 51-73 during the fourth century, the i^orahite
(43-49) and the Asaphic (50, 73-83) collections between
430 and 330 C, the "iTlohistic redaction during the third
1 — " Intrc^uction tc the P^nlms", Abing-don Conrrr'ntary
, td . 513.
2 — Par ton, Wm.H:.. Thr> p?p1-7i .-^nd Th^ir gtorv . ^^ol. TT, p. l^lff
3 — "P<?Blms" in th'= Encvcloord i^^ '^.Tit^ni c^ . 9th Edition &
The Old Testament and the Je^' ish Churchy chapter VH.
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century, and outs the rest at a still later date.
1
C. A. Briggs suggests a collection of "Miktamin",
or golden poems, before the time of Nehemiah. This would
include Psalms 56-60 where "Miktam" is found. Later in
the Persian period he states the formation of another col-
lection entitled "Tv^askilin" including Psalms 4?-45 snd
5^-55 where "Faskil" is used. From these two a prayer
book was comoiled from the two croups just nemed with the
PsalmiS of the Sons of ^orah comoiled before the beginning
of the Greek oeriod.
2
Firkoatrick lists Psalms 1-41 at the time of
Solomon with the exception of 1 and 2 which are an edi-
torial introduction and 33 which is an editorial explana-
tion of the last verse of 2>? . Psalms 42 to 89 were com-
piled in the rr, 'ddle period of the Kingdom ^^ith the exception
of the anoendix, 84-89, which ^"ere c-reated or edited after
the Return. The rest of the psalms were collected at the
time of ^zra and Nehemiah, with the possibility of much
later addition to them.
Thus it can be clearly seen that there can be no
definite conclusion reached. We do not know just ?7hat the
hymn book of the second Temple contained. Desoite the
1 — Comment?-^v on th^- '^ook of Ps?lms . "'^ol . I, n. IX ff.
2 — 7irkr)=)tri ck
,
A.'^., The "PpQins , in the O^mbridp"? Pible,
^ooks 2 ^ 3, p. XLTTT ff.
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difference of opinion, here presented, it iB pener?5lly
agreed that the cora^ilp.t ion took place for use in the
second Temple. General agreement can likewise be found
for the use of Psalms 3-89, at least, as temple worship
songs of the fifth century.
And now we come to one of the most difficult
discussions of this paper: What Psalms were written in
the fifth century B. C? If there is some difference of
opinion upon the date of the various collections, one,
at least, could find agreement in a general w?=y. Here,
however, no two authors come within reach of each other.
1
For exam.ple, C. A. Priggs : "In the early Persian period
there was a great outburst of osalmody. As many as thirty-
three psalms were comoosed: 4, 6, 9-10, 11, 1?, 14 (=53),
16, 17, 22, 25, 31, 32, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 41, 57a, 59,
64, 69a, 70 (=40b)
,
75, 76, 78, 80, 83, 101, 109a, 140,
143, 144a. This was due to several influences. The con-
quest of Babylon by Cyrus, which aroused the enthusiasm of
the exilic Isaiah, called forth lyric songs. The rebuilding
of the altar and the temple, with the restoration of the
worship in Jerusalem, as it was accom.panied by -oroohetic
voices, so also by those of lyric poets. The struggles of
the pious with the unfaithful in the com.munity, and with
1 — The ^ook o^ Ppp-lms . ^^'ol . I, d. LXXXIX.
(
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the neip-hboring little nations, whose jealousy and hatred
constantly interfered with the growth and orosperity of
the people of Jerusalem, also naturally exposed itself in
song.
"
"Toward the close of this period the collection
of Miktamin, or golden poems, was made after the example
of the older collection of the book of Yashai.
"No further additions were made to the Psfiter
till the times of ^zra and Fehemiah, when it was enriched
by a large number of song?, written duringr and after the
exile. To this period are due, in the main, the fourth
' 1 2
and fifth books.
«
To the m.iddle Persi-'^n period, the times of
Nehemiah, we may assign sixteen psalmst 5, 6, 15, ?6, ^9,
30, 40a, 47, 51, 57b, 65, 66a, 69b, 138, l?9a, 141."'
Turnine: npxt to iriselen we find him assuming that
4
there are two distinct classes of Psalm.8 , There are many
which show no historical situation, which could give them a
specific date. These, therefore, cannot be assigned to any
period, surely not the fifth century. Among: these Eiselen
places Psalms 8, 19:1-6, 39, 33, 36, 65, 66, 76, 92, 103,
1 — Leslie, Abi^r-Tom Comrr.entary
,
p. 509
= 90-106; V = 107-150.
2 — Pero^ne, J.J.S., T^ook of Ppclrrs . Vol. I, p. 63.
3 — Prigers, C.A., The T^ock of Psalms . Vol. T, p. LXXXIX.
4 — Eiselen, p. 7^ ff.
)
r
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104, 107, 145-147. He also suf^p-ests the possibilities of
24:7-10, 47, 67, 93, 96-100, 111, 113, 115, 117, 118,
134-136, 148-150. These are all Fymns of orsise or liturg-y.
In this clapP! he slso dIscps the "experience** osBlms: 9,
10, 11, 12, 14, 16, ^3, 26, 27, 4^, 43, 52, 53, 58, 62, 63,
64, 75, S*^, 84, 91, 101, 121, 127, 1^8, 130, 131, 133, 138,
139 and 19:7-14 and 119. To this he adds the "reflection"
psalirs of 1, 34, 37, 90, 112; 49 and 73; and concludes with
15, 24:1-6, 32, and 50.
If this were the only method of dating the separate
documents, this classification would be oermissible and we
could deal with the rer.ainder. There are, however, other
1
methods . Diction and literary style, the relation to
writings of known date, and thp character of the religious
ideals expressed, all do their oart in this e-igantic task.
R'ollowing these four tests and the v'ork of Daniel
2
G. Stevens we would assign psalms 120-134, inclusive, to
the age of the return. This author offered his oroof and
had it acceoted as a doctor's dissertation. But still we
are not satisfied. Is there no agreement to be found?
Creelraan who usually aids us materially refuses, utterly,
to commit himself. On page 131 of his Introduction he says,
1 — Leslie, in Abingdon CoTinent pry , d. 513
2 — Stevens, D.C?., A Critical Comment arv on the Scnrs of
the ^p^l^rn
,
p. P8ff.
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"on account of this wide range of opinion on this subject
no attempt is mr>de in this volurane to determine w-hat
TDSSlms a^e with certainty, more or less, to be assicned
1
to thi^ neriod." Later he adds, "no attemot is made in
this volu"!ne to note the tirres and occasions which dif-
ferent representative scholars have considered probable
for the various psalms in the several collections."
Again on oage 228 he assures us th«t "in this connection
it is the date of the collections, not so much of the in-
dividual osalms composing them, which is being considered.
It would seem to me that the only answpr we can make on
the psalms of this oeriod is "I do not know". Certainly
the future scholars will have to do much worV before the
problem, will be solved.
In the Psalms we see not only a hymn book for
Temple worship, but even more a book of life of a peoole.
"The Hebrews, with their burning religious passion, their
spirited nationalism, their strong imagination, were
2
poetically gifted to a high degree." Here we see the
childlike expressions of faith of a God-fearing oeople.
Unlike thp poetry of many of their contemooraries , theirs
was simole and direct, yet olumbing the very depths of life.
1 — P. 266.
2 — Leslie, E.A., "Introduction tc the Psalms", in
Abir^rr'cn Oor"r":r>ntary , o . 513.
c
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They eypresR different religious ideas which
Gunkel grour>s under ten headings:
1. Fymns of Pr?iise.
2. Hymns of Jehovah's accession to the
throne.
3. National Lamentations.
4. The K"ing's Psalms.
5. Individual Lamentations.
6. Individual Sone-s of Thanksgiving.
7. Lyrics such as blessings, cursings,
victory songs and the like.
8. Prophetic t)oems.
P. Wisdom poetry.
10. Antiohonal poems and liturgy.
Unlike the prophets, there is little theory found
in these pages. It is everyday exoerience with the world
in which they live and the other v^orld in which God lives
that stirs the psalmist to sing of the majesty of his
Creator as he sees the deeds He has done in the history of
His oeoTDle. '5very picture which is Dainted across the
vision of the writer contains the image of his Ood.
It is not all one conception th^t we find here.
Rather it is the sonl of a people laid hare. Not written
in one era, it traces the development of religious
1 — See Class Notes, o. P2
.
c
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consciousness of individuals and the race, "^^e find trust
in GrOd
,
gratitude toward God, aDpeals to God to cle^inse
His peoDle, fellowshio with God, exaltation and despair,
all mirrored on the pages of the hymn book. The story
it tells teems v;ith life as folks lived it then, and from
its teachings comes the inspiration of the future.
4. Wisdom Literature.
Of the three documents which we classify as
wisdom literature, one lies in the realm of our consid-
1
eration. From the first chaoter and other references
,
one would surmise th'^t the stac-e for the olay in the
book of Job is set in the Patriarchal period of Jerish
history. The general ooinion, however, is that the
book W9S not written then, but much later
. We shall
note here three of these arguments. Tn the first place,
the book has all the marks of an advanced state of
society, where "a wider range of observation" is noted
•7
then would be possible for a nomad of the old days
.
In the second place, there is too much reference here
and there to a e-eneral condition of distress than could
4
be projected from merely a personal sufferer . And
1 — Job 4-^, 7 ff.
P — '?ee Creelmen, r). ?r^5.
3 — cf. l?:13ff: 24; 30:1-8; ^P:7; 31:^1; 31:11; ?B, :^5f.
4 — cf. 13:l^:'f^; 7:1; 1?:5,17: 24:1^. / J? l'^:18^f.
c
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again, the very attacking of the problerr: of suffering
calls for an ae-e of deen reflection. Such eubjectn were
not TDroblems to be solved in the earlv days. In Jere-
i
miah
,
in about the year 626 ff., is the first reference
we have to the ouestioning" STJirit. There are inany other
references we rcipht comrp»nd, but this suffices.
If we acce'Dt this later date nossibility , w'e
still hare some iDroblems to solve. *5ome folk place the
2
work in the time of the exile
,
for there they see a
nation in the s^me condition ^s the character Job. They
also clairr that there are parallels in language between
Job and Deut ero-Isaiah, suggesting that they "lived sur-
3
rounded by the s^me atmosphere of thoughts."
Another grouD favor a post-exilic date, '''hey
propose for our consideration that Job reoresents a
righteous nation, and such a consciousness did not develop
until the reforrrs of Nehemiah in 4.'^?', etc, Then there
4
are other authors who find hints of an even later date .
5
Professor Lofthouse suggests, in a unioue way,
the service that Job gives to the ^"orld. He S5>ys it is
1 — J'=remiah 1?:1.
2 — Dpvir^son, Job, p. TX^TX.
3 — B^me reference.
4 — Crppl-ran, p. 339, 350
5 — Job , in Abinsnon 'Commentary, n . 483.
r
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hardly even wisdom literature. In fact, he assures us
that the author must have been one of the cynics of the
Old Testament who deliberately cut himself from traditional
theology and traditions. He says the book is ooetry. Its
main concern is the reliction of C-od to suffering and evil.
He then raises four rather pertinent auestions. He first
suggests that there is a possibility that Job is a compi-
lation. It I'would seem that each p??rt of the book has its
contribution to make to the whole, but there have been
many suggestions and arguments to the cor'trary. The oro-
logue and epilogue have been doubted, 5:iihu is ouite
commonly considered an addition, the speeches of Yahweh
have been attacked, and several shorter nassages, scattered
here and there. We shall consider them under four ma.in
headings.
1. The Prolo6-ue and Epilogue, it is said, resemble
an old folk-tale. ?ome scholars consider that here we find
the whole or a larp-e oart of a Volksbuch rhich the author
of the Pible (document used as a foundation for his religious
dissertation. In supoort o-^ this stand there are four
1
arguments offered:
a. The prologue and e^ilofnie are written in nrose
while the rest of thf» story is composed in Doetry.
1 — Ei^elen, Ibid, n. 139 f.
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b. Here the divine n?ime is Yahveh, while, in the
1
rpst of the book we find "El, or ^loch, or Sh?^ddai .
c. Here Job is "patient, submispive, and resipned"
,
while the Job of the t)oeticRl sections is "imDatient, bitter,
2
and even defiant".
d. The prolorue shows us Job on trial, the et)ilog-ue
testifies to the fact that he has stood the test to God's
satisfaction. Then the scene changes, and the dialoe^ues
seem to have God on trial, rather than Job.
This is, in part, the theory of Budde. He g-oes
further into the study of dates for his Volksbuch, but we
need not follow his reasoning* and the rebuttal, for it is
of no conseouence to this paoer. ''Ve are interested, how-
ever, in authorship, ^dde builds an interesting, but not
altogether convincing case for a separate author. In the
first place, it is not altogether a certainty tha+ the poet
of the body of Job could not or would not have used prose
if he saw fit. '=?ometiraes, modern critics do not give the
early writers the rierht to change their methods, even in
the light of the fact that it is being done ever3rwhere today.
In the second place, the argument is a good deal stronger.
Here I sho\-)ld like very much to be able to study the original
1 — Ti^PT*'^ ?^re two exceptions, 1*^:9 -n^ 38:1, v^r-.icr are ccn-
sidered
-:s later irt '^rpolat i ons
.
2 — ^icjpien, Ibid, n. 139 f.
r
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langusge. Without that knowledge, one Tust move cpiutiously.
Yet, the mere fact that there are three words used for God
in the poetry sections, would not make it altogether fanci-
ful to suggest that the author used "^ahweh in the prologue
and epilogue for a ourpose, or at least for a change. In
this paper I have used some seven or more terms for God.
Why sho^jld we lim.it the author of Job to one or two? There
are, in the third place, many times in a man's life when
his moods change. Ag^in, ray only answer to the change of
attitude is that it may have been possible that the mere
statement of the case we find in thp prologue is the intro-
duction to the discourses which follow, "^hen the author
gets down to details, with the epilogue as a conclusion.
This argument is not strong, but is supported by the first
few verses of the et)ilogue, if they are not interiDolat ions.
I feel that these cam.e from the same author but from an
earlier date.
2, The SDeeches of T^lihu are the center of another
T
J.
critical battle. Driver tells us that "the general ooinion
of commentators and critics" places them at a later date
than the rest of Job. They use three main arguments:
a. Elihu is not mentioned in the prologue nor the
epilogue. In the former esse the silence may be exolained
1 — Introduction to Lit, of the 0. T. . p. 4?8
.
cc
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by the fact that he is not a princioal sDeaker. Tt is
harder to exDlain the absence of the name in the eDilorue
where God is passing iudgment on Job's friends.
b. The speeches of Elihu are loosely knit to the
story; they interrupt the thread of the story just at the
point where we exTDect God to answer Job; they anticipate
1
a Da.rt of the arguments of God .
c. "The speeches of "Elihu do not contribute any-
2
thing essentially ne/f" to the argument." His great em-
ohasis is uDon Job's suffering as a nunishment for sin,
3 4
which has already been made by Tilliphaz and refuted by Job .
d. In addition, it becomes apparent as one reads
the story as a whole that the soeeches of Elihu lack the
5
literary characteristics of those of the friends of Job .
It is clear that no absolute proof can be offered,
but the arguments in opposition to the authenticity of
these speeches are strong. They appear to have been added
by some later author who was dissatisfied 'i^ith Job's atti-
tude, with the ineffectiveness of the soeeches of the
6
friends, and with the place given to disciplinary suffering
Here we shall take our stand.
1 — See ch'^'^t'^-s 38 snd 37.
2 — ^iselen, Ibid, d. 144.
3 — 5:8 ff and 1'' ff.
4 — 6:?4 ff.
5 — Driver, Ibid, o. 429.
6 — cf. f^iselen, Ibid, p. 145 ff.
c
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3. In the speeches of Yahweh, also, we find
various scholastic theories. Their wrath unites in opoo-
Bition to the description of behemoth ^nd Leviathan .
The arguments are not convincing, though one must Bdmit
that Yahweh' s speeches would increase in dignity and oower
if these passages were omitted. If such were done, s^^ys
2
f^iselen
,
"the second soeech of Yahweh would lose its
significance as an independent soeech, which may suggest
that originally there was only one utterance of Yahweh."
Others, however, favor more radical measures.
Some even go so far as to deny the Yahweh passages a place
in the original document. Their reason lies in the fact
that Yahweh offers no solution to Job's problem except in
suge-'^stine: it is a mystery to be treated in reverence by
man . Their first argument lies in Yahweh 's changed atti-
tude toward Job from the Proloe^ue to his sneeches in the
poetry section. That can be explained both by the accep-
tance of an earlier date for the prologue and the epilogue
as we have alre^^dy suggested, and also as a direct resoonse
to the impatience of Job. ''•'urther, if we accept the theory
of one speech by Yahweh, we may be able to assign 4^:3 to a
later author and lose our problem at +hat ooint. '^e can
1 — Job 40:15 - 41: "^4.
2 — Ibid, p. 147.
3 — Cheyne, T.'^'. , Job -^nd Polomon . t) . 69.
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well assume that the original book of Job contained at
least one speech of Yahweh.
4. One more problem remains. It deals with that
passage which hap been c^^lled "The ?>oliloauy of Wisdom".
If we ^re to acceot the chanters 38 ff. as Yahweh' s words
and give them a olace in the original book, the problem of
chapter 2B becomes more acute. If such a submissive frame
of mind had been Job's after his discussion with his
friends, why need Yah^^eh apoear at all? The cha:)ters
1
immediately following go back to the complaining attitude
again. Budde sugg-ests that the oassage does not reflect
resignation, but despair rather. This removes our diffi-
culty but is not supported by the text. A more logical
suggestion would be to feel that it is an inserted, price-
less bit of wisdom literature. It might even find a nlace
in the book of Job pfter 4??:6 but we have no logical rea-
son for placing it there
.
No one can fail to see th^'t we are dealing with
one of the world's greatest poems. It is the longest
narrative poem in the Hebrew canon and it de?ls with the
m.ost insoluble problem of religious or secular history.
It is full of "terse phrases, illuminating- meta.ohors and
1 — (?9 - ?1)
2 — Eiselen, Ibi'^^ o. 14.r:_i50.
c
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1
similes, and brilliant descriptions." In addition we
find in chanter 31 "the fullest exposition of H'=brew
o
moral ideals thPt we Dossess."
We find three characteristics of life which are
not o^ly illuminating to us, but urove their Dracticality
when ulaced in the lig-ht of modern experience. Tn the
first olace, suffering, which is a universal exnerience,
is related to God. In the second place, Job's insistence
on facing the T»'orst, even if it should necessitate criti-
cizing God, is not only a good example of courage but also
the only road over which one may travel to intellectual
achievements. Thirdly, one is impressed by Job's faith.
He holds his beliefs against nature and humanity alike.
He is -^ure that iustice and goodness shall rule at last.
3
The book is divided as follows:
1. The Prologue — chapters 18-2 — in prose.
2. The Colloouies — chapters 3-31 — Job,
^liphaz, Pildad, and Zoohan — in poetry.
3. The discourses of Flihu — chapters 3S - 37 —
in ooetry except 3^:1-6, the introduction.
4. Jehovah's reoly to Job — 38:1 - 4*^:6 — poetry.
5. The Epilogue — recounting Job's subseQuent
fortunes — in prose — 4?:7-17.
1 }^ ?. — Lofthoune, ^ .F
. y "Job", in Abinc^ on GoTT'^nt ?ry ,
p. 488 and 48^ — cf. hIso Jcu'4:1"-?4; 5:1^--?7;
6:15-?0; 16:11-14; r4:5-ll and 33:31-35.
3 — "^rivpr, Literature of "^he p. T. . p. 409.
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5. Legr?l Litera'^ure
.
To comnlete the Pentateuch, it but remains to
consider "P". or -^he Priestly Code. Its history is a
long one, and the "battle that ha? rap'ed over its date
1
has been a hot one. Driver s?ys thpt there are still
those who would date it in its entirety during the 9th
or 8th centiiry B. C. This theory probably is based on
the systematic methods and chronological tables produced
by the writer or writers of "P" . We have discovered,
from time to time, errors in this chronology, thus the
"a priori" argument will not hold. Our answer is that
the dates could well be added at any time. "Driver then
goes into some detail in comoaring the document to
other oarts of the Hexateuch ?nd other sections of the
Old Testament and coming to the conclusion that "P" dates
from the Babylonian "Elxile. He says so, because the nre-
exilic oeriod shows no indications o"^ such a legal code.
When "P" and "D" are com.nared, is undoubtedly the
older. "^rther "P", "at least, in some of its elements",
apoears to be later than Ezel^iel
.
Thus, he says, "they
(the comoilers of "P") belong to the exilic or e?^rly oost-
4
exilic period."
€C
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Most authoritiep agree, Pnd Creelm^^n p-opr on to
mention the fact that the first arjoe^rRnce of this code,
as far as Jerusalem is concerned, dates v^ith fTzra. Thus
the compilaticn must have rone on throug-hout the century
we are studying. We can date it g-enerally from 500-400 B.C.
Its compilation can "be so dated, but the various
parts of the comoleted Pentateuch have earlier roots. Even
before there was written law, there was oral tradition with-
in the family, tribe, and clan, '^ith this tradition there
probably arose sap-as and fables of the earlier days centered
around the great characters of ore-Mosaic times, ^ith the
occu^Dation of Palestine, and the worshio of a new God,
changes took place in custom and tradition which gradually
led to a higher religious and social life. Each sanctuary,
in all probability, h^6 its lists of rules. Out of these
p-rew longer lists of laws of which the Pook of the Covenant
is the earliest
.
During the oeriod of the United Tingdom, and later
after its division, we find increasing traces of literary
compilations. Two of these, in the form of history, have
been oreserved and greatly affected the growth of the Penta-
teuch. These are commonly known as "J" and "E", the former
1 — Ex. 20:2? - ?7:33.
2 — Jordan, W.G.,"The Legal and Historical Literature of
the Old Testament", in Abingdon Commentary, p. 146.
tc
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a product of Judah and the latter of Israel . Probably at
the time of Yanasseh, or during sorrie other neriod of re-
action, when it bec-^me necessary to impress upon the people
the lessons here taught, the two documents were combined.
At ao-rroxim.at ely the same date "D" was oroduced.
Here is a combination of the oriestly and the nronhetic.
All of the moral fervor of the eighth-century pronhets is
found in the writing of this author or these authors.
During the reie-n of Josiah, the document "P" was
accepted as th<= law of the Ignd. 9oon the desire to com-
bine it with "J** and "E" becf^me aooarent . This desire was
increased as national life came to sn end and the few nocu-
ments became more prized. Thus, in 560
,
the three were
comoiled into one.
As if in reply to the orophetic comoilation of
"J", "E", and "D", came the Holiness Code from the nriestly
circles , Here they out into form a short group of laws
with a oriestly int eroolat ion
.
Down in the exile, ^zekiel added his thoug:hts to
4
the fast growing group of documents in lee-al history
.
Then came the fifth century and with it the foundation of
"P" and the comoletion of the Pentateuch.
1 — EiSi^len, ^.n.,"The Pentateuch", in Abingdon Commentary,
^ — Leslie, in Abinsraon Commentary, o. 111. / n. 143.
3 — Lev. 17-?6; see Eiselen, in Abinrd'-n CoTimenta.ry , n. 143.
4- — Ezelciel 40 to 48.
c1
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The Pentateuch was apDarently a product of the
exile. Tradition tells us that "^zra brought it with him
in a completed form. Thus it must have been in the procef;s
of composition during the hundred years we are studying.
"Thus, aside from minor alterations made at a still lat^r
time, the Pentateuch reached its completed form by the end
of the fifth century. The finished work was called Torah
1
a.
or Law .
"
One is impressed by the two-fold conception of
the legalists. Truly, the Pentateuch is the Law book of
the Hebrew neoples, ^t it is more than that. It is the
Law book of (jod. The opening words are "In the beginning
God", and that idea permeates the whole collection. It is
the Divot Doint around which the Torah is built. Thus we
can honestly say that the final comDilation of the Law was
the high point of the fifth century before Christ. It was
one of the permanent contributions to history and religion.
One after another of the events of the history is here por-
trayed, and their general accentance testifies to their
authenticity. The teachings remain unchanged whether they
came from yoses or are a collection of ideas and ideals
from the developing life o"*^ ^ peoole. T'he authorshio nroblem
does not affect the fact that the Hebrews were the first to
1 — Eiselen, in Abi^?rdcn fo'rmentary, p. 144.
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learn and teach that righteousness is the ultimate goal of
life.
Thus, we close the century at 401 B. C
. ,
leaving
Joel and ^uth "nd further comment uDon Ezra to another.
In leaving, we will glance a moment at the secular and un-
canonical literature of the fifth century.
B. Tjncanonical and Secular Literature Creat'^d in the
T^ifth Century.
We are now approaching a very interesting section
of this TDaper. There is at least one creation from other.
sources than those we have examined.
1
1. The Fileohant ine Paoyri .
This Eleohantine is an island in the Nile in
npper ^gyot which lies opoosite As'^ouan. We owe a good
deal of our Vnowledge of the Jews who settled here to
Rubensohn and Zucker of Berlin during 1P07 andl908. The
rrost imoortant outcoir.e of these excavations was the finding
of a larre number of documents written on oapyrus in Aramaic
which was supoosedly the oroduc^icn of a Jewish military
colony. We do not know lust how they got there, though
there are several possibilities. They might ha-e been some
of the original grouo who left Jerusalem after the murder
1 — Oest^rley-Pob-! n-on, 15P ff.
c1
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of C^edaliah and who sought miTit?iry service to suDOort
themselves, after the ccnouest of Trgyt)t by Persia. This
belief is supoorted by Sechau's Dapyri of 408 when he
states that the colony was at "^leohantine and the temple
built before the arrival of Cambyses in 525 C.
A later document, "The Letter of Aristeas",
T
A.
which can be dated sometime in the first century P. C.
,
suggests that many Jews entered Eeypt with the Persians
and that others had been sent out as hired soldiers to
fight with Psammetichus against the Ethooians, It is but
a steo from this suggestion to the thought that some of
these folks remained as a Persian garrison in Elephantine.
Both of these oossibilit ies could be acce^^ted as solutions
without too much conflict. It this latter view is held,
the original group might have been augmented by those men-
tioned in Jeremiah 4? and 44. Indeed, it m«y be that the
reason this group left Jerusalem was to find a congenial
welcome from those already there.
Put there still remains a very difficult problem
for our consideration. If these Jews came directly to
Elephantine from Palestine, why are the papyri of the
fifth century written in Ar?imaic? Purely that language
was not yet in vogue in Israel for Ezra and Neheraiah were
1 — Oestprley-^obin.son, Ibid, x) . 159 ff.
€i
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written mainly in Hebrew. There are two possible solutions
—
— either that they changed to Aramaic after they arrived
in "^Igypt to keep up with the changing- styles of the day,
or else that they didn't come from Palestine at all. If
not, where did they come from? Well, they might have been
some of those first exiles who went to Assyria after the
fall of Samaria and who left Assyria for Elephantine, with
a knowledge of Aramaic, in the armies of Assyria. This is
only coniecture, of course, but we know that Ashur-bani-pal
entered Egyot and conouered it in 667 and following. Oes-
1
terley suggests if this theory last named is accepted, it
explains much in connection with this colony.
In the first olace, it explains many language
difficulties, names of Assyrian and Pabylcnian origin which
appear in the papyri, and also the fact that they call
themselves so often Aramaeans and ro seldom Jews.
It might also explain why the Temple wap not des-
troyed as the others were when Cambyses arrived in 5?5.
It might explain, too, why these peoole wrote to both the
governor of Judah and of Sam.aria when they wanted to re-
build their Temole. Further, it might throw som.e lie-ht on
their religious customs.
This explanation is not universally accepted.
t
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Crowley raises two objections which are vplid that
the Persians Fould hardly have trusted the folk in an
Assyrian garrison and also that the folk themselves never
mention Israel, """et , this seems the only logical answer
yet oroDosed.
• 2
Sixty-two whole documents and some fragments
have so far been found, all belonging to the fifth century
B. C. They were all written by Jews, some of whom we find
3
mentioned in the Old Testament . Most of these documents
are concerned with business transactions such as loan
transactions, orooerty transfers, etc.
One of the most interesting of these has been
mentioned elsewhere in -this paoer. It is addressed to
Bagoas of Judah, asking his oerrrispion to rer)l?»ce the
temole that had been destroved by Ee'VDtian iDriests. It
4
described the destruction ar. well
.
The first document
was ignored so they sent another which brought permission,
not, probably, from the two governors addressed, but from
Arsames through their intercession. This seems peculiar,
inasmuch «s the Deuteronomic law of 621, or shortly after,
1 — Ar?rr.Ric "Panyr
^
. o. 15, 16.
2 — O-^stprley, v, . 153.
3 — Hosea, A^ariah, Zephaniah, Jo'nathan, Coniah, Zech-
ariah, l<fathan, Isaiah, etc.
4 — Crowley, A.. Jewish "nocuments of Time of E?ra . Fo . 21
D. 67.
c
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centralized all worship) at Jerusalem. PerhaDS this shows
to what depths the law had fallen by 400 ^. C.
These people worshipped Yahreh, or Yahu as they
called him, but they also other Gods and had developed
a sacrificial system and a priesthood. They kept the
oassover and other Jewish feasts, and the vomen worshipped
with them.
One of the outstanding values of these documents
is their authenticity. They were written at the time when
the event they describe took -nlace, Dreserviner the actual
words and writing of the century we are studying. Here we
have no nroblems of history, no added bits of editorial
comment or false correction to fit the whim and fancy of
the translator. "They are the earliest Jewish documents,
1
exceot one or two inscriptions, outside of the Bible."
The effect of these colonists on their homeland
must have been great, for Professor I'^eyer begins his book
on these napyri with this remark: "Judaism is a creation
2
of the Persian Empire."
These documents are interesting and enlightening.
m
1 — Cro-'ley, A., Jewish r^ocuments of Time of Ezra . No. ?7,
r). X.
2 — Meyer, E., Th° Pa-ovrus of 'Elephantine .
€
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IV. The Problems of the Period.
A. Political.
1. Governmnnt.
During the fifth century P. C. the lend of Pales-
tine rem?tined under Persian rule. This massive oriental
1
empire was divided into Srntrapiee . A grovernor was ap-
pointed for each satraoy and Fith him a military leader
and a secretary. Each was a check against the other, and
each owed his allegiance direct to the King. Damascus
was the Drobable official caoital of the Syrian satrapy.
As- the century opened we find Zerubbabel, a Jew, ruling
as pekah in Jerusalem. Again in 444 or 445 Nehemiah as-
sumed thpt Dosition.
In neither case did the hope<5 of the prophets or
people reach fruition. The Jews remained a captive Deoole
throughout the century. Further than that, Israel was sur-
rounded by hostile or unfriendly nations. Zerubbabel had
Darius' permission to build the wall, but the first attempt
was frustrated by Tattenai and Shethar-bozenai in 515. The
second attempt met with even -''orse results when, in 460 -
455, Rehum and ^himshai, with permission from Artaxerxes,
raised troops from Samaria, Amm.on, l^'oab, and elsewhere and
1 — See nage 21 ff. on this +h'=°is.
rit
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1
attacked Jeruf?alem . This hatred, coupled ^ith. the fact
that ma.ny of the Jews were still in captivity, and aug-
mented by the great distance that separated Palestine
from the seat of the empire, made life one great political
problem for which there was no solution.
Failing to achieve their freedom ?5nd a chance to
rebuild their state, the Je^-s, in the fifth century turned
to other sc^rces. They developed a leg^al, moral, and
religious code, and established Judaism.. Thus the internal
priesthood became the governiner body ^ith the political
power, which they held, with mere or less success, long
after the time of Christ.
B. EconoTiic Problems.
It is By to trace the eco^^omic trend of Israel
if we follow her -oolitical developments. A nomadic people
live a Drimitive, Dastorsl life. They never auite forgot
their earlier, easier life, and there was always someone
who would suggest that this new civilization was bought at
too high a orice. l^any there were who would have preferred
to remain either making brick in Egyr>t or herding sheep on
the desert.
For their agricultural life the Jews could not
1 — Fennett, P.H., "Israel", in Encvclo^edia of Helirion
pnd ethics
.
Vol. T^II, ry . ^5^7"
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have found a better home. One would find it difficult to
discover a land of such small dimensions with such diver-
sities of climate and soil. In Palestine the Jews could
1
raise Dractically any crop they dpsired ,
Yet in the fifth century we find a neoDle who,
for almost a century, have suffered for want of food and
necessities of life in Palestine. Either the land was
worn out by this time or else too much was reouired in
taxes. The main economic problem was personal and national
in the fifth century. Personal inasm.uch as the battle was
for existence, and national insofar as all residents of
Israel were effected. Certainly there was little there to
call bacV: the exiles to their homeland.
TXjriner the time of Nehemiah, we have already seen,
the rich and medium wealthy ^ere forced to contribute of
their income to take care of the poor.
C. Social Problems.
1. The l?volution and Development of Hebrew Social Life,
Institutions, ^na Lep-i slat ion.
"^hen oi^e undertakes the study of Hebrew social
institutions, he is concerned with a develoiDment that
2
stretches over more than a thousand years."
1 — Scares, The Social Instituticns pnd Tdp^ls of jthe Pible .
rives a ccmolete discusF.icn of this sect ion, (p. 76-80)
2 — Scares, Ibid, d. 19,
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TtTom the first history of the Hebrews that we
hax'e to the tirre of E?ra, shortly after the close of the
fifth century, the social life of the Jews was undergoing
a ranid change. That develoDment did not stOD with Ezra,
of course, but that is as far as ^'e are going. There are
four great stages that we shall now consider before taking
note of the specific Droblems.
Let us go back, first, to the social life of the
scattered, loosely-knit tribes of priirdtive Israel. Nomadic
life determined their social customs. The organisation was
pa.triarchal; their wealth was only that which could be car-
ried or driven as they moved. They were fighters, and they
had slaves to fight their battles and do their menial work.
Though the Hebrews later idealized this period, it must be
remembered that it was all primitive socially.
In the organized life to the exile there is seen
a great advance in life. They learned the art of organized
warfare and cumulative agriculture. They built cities,
permanent houses, and walls. Social custoi^^is had to change.
The patriarchal organization was modified by numbers. With
the kings the development of social rules and laws increased.
As we see them develop we marvel at their genius.
Again the exile changed the social life, modifying
the future of Judaism ouite materially. Most conquests and
vl
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the subeeouent exile of the poDulation puts an end to any
social life at all. Not so Israel. The exiles absolutely
refused to become Babylonian. Thev continually looked to-
ward the future of their homeland. They learned much and
eventually Babylon and Persia greatly effected the future
of the Jews, but never did they win them completely. Their
very insistence caused them to preserve custom and law for
the future in literature, which is a p-reat boon not only
for historv but also for sociology ^^nd relig"ion. This is
1
called "theoretical legislation" for there was no imme-
diate chnnce to use it, but it gathered authority as it
went along.
The Dost-exilic and fifth century society was
largely ecclesiastical as we have noted from time to time.
It was impossible to have indeoendent national existence.
All of the legal and monarchic forms of life are impos-
sible. Thus they developed religion as we shall see
shortly.
This oeriod had no great social nrophet as did
many of the centuries of the oast, but it had a great lay
leader in Mehemiah who met some social problems for Jeru-
o
salem ,
1 — Scares, p. ?4
.
2 — See section of history on Nehemiah.
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2. The Family Marripre —— Erucption.
First in importance up to this time was the father
who began his rule in the days of the clan. The position
of the wrife was entirely subordinate. ?he was still pur-
chased with Tioney from her father in the time of the story
1
of Puth . There was a general practice among the higher
groups of -oolygamy. This Nehemiah had to face. He drew
the suggestion that no new foreign marriages be made. Men
could and did increasingly divorce their wives. This brings
out the criticism of !Zalachi so it must h^^-ve been an in-
creasing problem. Not until the Roman days could a woman
get a divorce. Infidelity brought death to a woman, but a
man was practically free it he did not reach the realm of
another man. Despite this, though, the position of a
2
mother was high in this era of Judaism . Bonds of love did
unite the families of Israel as we can well see in the story
n
of Ruth which must ha-'^e had a basis in fact. Malachi uses
the fam.ily life to symbolize the relations of Jehovah with
his peoDle. Here, alone, was education carried on in Israel,
D. ReliR-ious ^rcljlems.
Religion in Israel began with the Taboo and
1 — Ruth 4:10 (4th Century 1^ . C
.
)
2 —Psalm 45:16 f. etc.
3 — T/alachi ?:10.
I
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Holiness. This wsp not only Je^i^ish but verily universal.
There were food taboos, death taboos, disease taboos, such
as leDrosy, and the taboos around reproduction.
The second steD was that of sacrifice and offer-
ings. The first idea vas the gift sacrifice and then came
the meal sacrifice and the festival —- all of which were
continued in the fifth century. In Nehemiah and Malachi
we find an insistence on the return to the tithe and first-
fruit gifts. The sabbath in the fifth century is apparently
abused, though Nehemiah seems temporarily to have put the
1
iDractlce in its correct r»lace
.
Practically the only new custom of the exile and
post-exile periods is found in the synagogue, Pelie-ion in
the fifth century was a center of interest. Hp to 460 the
conditions were bad, then for a few years they improved
only to lapse again until the tim.e of Ezra.
- Mehe^i^h 10:31; 1:^:15-'''^.
I
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The fifth century is a oeriod of interest. It
was truly a valuable period in Jewish history. That is
surprising inasmuch as we have lost far more than half of
what occurred during that short period. T'he heritage of
the past marked Israel's development a? we have seen and
has necessitated a continued reference to the oast in the
writing of this -opper. Her contributions to the future
were many and one cpn only admire the rapidity with which
this people recovered its balance after the exile, and
the wealth of literature it nroduced for posterity.
Thus we have taken a rapid survey of a little
grouo of folk, beaten and captivated, yet with a sr>irit
that could not be killed, an ardor that would not cool.
In our century we find the work of some of the
last of the orophets, a great lay leader, and the begin-
nings of Judaism under a great priest. The latter is not
a direct product of this century, but it was during the
latter years of our study that he prepared himself.
?:zra it was who, during the fifth century,
gathered the Pentateuch together. This, in itself, would
be a contribution worthy of any century, but it is not all.
Within this soan of years came a book of hymns for the
second Temple, a bit of wisdom literature which grapples
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with the greatest of man's problems, suffering, and four
bursts of prophecy.
It is not difficult for any age of prosperity to
be happy. It is not wholly inexplainable for an age of
deoression and despair to become melancholy and degenerate.
The Jews of the fifth century did not fit either classi-
fication. Their nation was gone, their oeople were scat-
tered, and their croos were poor, but they keot on the
upward trail. The captives learned the customs and in-
dustries of their captors. Those in ii!gypt gave the future
the Papyri, those in Babylon ga.ve posterity the Pentateuch
and Judaism, and those at home built new walls, a new altar
and the second Temole. They sang nev sc'gs and collected
the old; they grappled with theology and saw a new Crod;
they prophesied and not only made the future hopeful, but
also the present practical. They met their own problems
and gave to the future an inescapable heritage. The chal-
lenge of the fifth century lives on today.
fi
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